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CHAPTER 1I

introduction
A qualitative study of interpretive communities among LDS
lds1 women

interpretive communities among LDS women
A number of communication theorists have turned to the concept of the

interpretive community to explain the nature of media audiences in the context of
everyday experience in the broadest definition an interpretive community is
delineated by the strategies its members employ to interpret media content biocca
1989 gunter 1989

stout 1993

fish 1980 lindlof 1988b radway 1984 schroder 1994

the concept of the interpretive community

is based on the theory of

social constructionism or the theory of the social construction of reality social

constructionism purports that individuals create their realities through a complex
interconnection of communication behaviors in the context of social interaction in
everyday life

the use of the theory of social constructionism

to explain the

interpretive community has been supported by the studies of researchers such as T R

lindlof 1988b
D A stout 1993

drawing on the interpretive community theories of lindlof

and the religious sociological approaches of P L berger 1967 1969 discovered

three interpretive communities among the audience of LDS women who watch
als independents and contextuals
television traditionals
Tradition

2

for LDS

women the

interpretive community is a site of conflict where they must resolve differences
between personal strategies for interpreting television and the LDS churchs

8

recommendations for interpreting television therefore the interpretive strategies that
define

stouts interpretive communities are primarily conflict resolution strategies

see appendix A for a profile of the characteristics of these interpretive
communities

building on the personal community construct used in the religious

sociology berger 1967 1969 cornwall 1987 1989 1990

stout defined his

interpretive communities by identifying and describing the divergent strategies LDS
women use to resolve this conflict

after looking at the way LDS women use and talk about television in relation
to their everyday lives stout 1993 concluded that

rather than resolving television

related conflicts in predictable uniform ways viewers do so within interpretive
communities which emphasize different values and have different styles of television
talk

p 14

als
Tradition
for example traditionals

watch television less and talk more critically

about television they resolve conflict by adhering more closely than the other

interpretive communities to LDS leaders traditional recommendations for interpreting
television contextuals are much like traditionals
als in their criticisms of television but
Tradition
view more often

they resolve conflict by attributing their behaviors to other people

als or
or other activities independents watch television more than either traditionals
Tradition

contextuals and speak more favorably of television according to stouts study they
resolve conflict by referencing personal rather than institutional aspects of their
religiosity they are more independent than either traditionals
als or contextual from
Tradition
107
pp 93
the LDS church in their interpretations of television ap
93107

9

social interaction with other communities
K schroder 1994

a researcher of interpretive communities showed through

deductive analysis that in order to fully understand the nature of an interpretive
community a researcher must transcend the study of the singular community and

explore the interpretive community members social interaction with other
communities these other communities said schroder include both other interpretive
communities and institutional and non
noninstitutional
institutional social communities

for

LDS

women these other communities may include the interpretive communities of their
family and friends because

stouts interpretive communities are comprised of

individuals with unique characteristics they are women who belong to the LDS

church

it is also necessary to look at studies outside the interpretive community that

support the need for exploring the social interaction between interpretive community
members and other communities studies in conflict resolution and religious sociology
socioloorv
zpj
zuj

have also suggested the need to explore social interaction with other communities

cornwall 1990 folger & jones 1994 sipes 1993

this knowledge becomes

important in studying a religious interpretive community defined by interpretive
strategies that are also conflict resolution strategies

the social semiotic approach
in her analysis schroder 1994 also showed how the social interaction
between interpretive community members and other community members can best be
analyzed by using social semiotic approaches that study the multiple discourses that
make up an interpretive community members social interaction with other

10

communities although other researchers have suggested moving between a members
social situations such as school home job etc

during the data collection phase to

obtain these multiple discourses schroder
schreder has suggested that multiple discourses can
best be obtained through an interview conducted in the natural setting of an

interpretive community members home this type of ethnographic methodology said

schroder does not preclude the obtainment of pertinent multiple discourses because
multiple discourses become evident as a member talks about their social interaction
with other communities

qualitative abaly
mis
wis
analy
analysis
lis

using stouts 1993 definition of the interpretive communities of LDS women
Sch
who watch television the present study follows schreyers
schroders
schreders
roders
reders 1994 suggestion for

qualitative analysis using interviews in the natural setting of a participants home it
also incorporates principles of ethnography a qualitative methodology that focuses on
studies of micro situations in order to make macro applications to larger groups an

approach schroder encouraged

by definition an ethnographic study brings to it theories or cultural rituals that
established in the field
preestablished
have been pre

the present

study brings to it the pre

established interpretive community approaches of stout 1993 and schroder 1994
and the cultural rituals interpretive strategies that defined

stouts interpretive

communities because the present study seeks to expand the understanding of the

nature of these strategies and possibly disclose theories of heuristic value it demands
a method of data analysis that allows for inductive thinking that links interpretive

11

to meet this demand

communities to the possible influences of social interaction

the

present study incorporates grounded theory procedures and techniques which allows
inductive analysis and provides a conditional matrix to trace conditional paths
between communities

lincoln 1994 said

see strauss & corbin 1990
1990. N K denzin and Y

S

qualitative research is multimethod
multi method in focus involving an

interpretive naturalistic approach to its subject matter

of interconnected methods

p 2

deploys s a wide range
and deploy

using both ethnography and grounded theory

multi
procedures meets qualitative analysis requirement for the use of multimethodological
methodological

procedures

prsal
ersal

summary
summm
summa andd study proposal

stouts

1993 study established that religious audiences can be subdivided
sub divided

into interpretive communities by identifying interpretive communities among LDS
women who watch television

he also

showed that religious interpretive communities

can be defined by conflict resolution strategies

the present

study seeks by using

ethnography and grounded theory procedures in a qualitative analysis to explore
whether or not interpretive community members social interaction with other
communities influences their strategies for interpreting television

the present

explores the following questions
1

does interpretive community
communiity members social interaction with other
commini

communities influence their strategies for interpreting television
2

do members of the

same interpretive community engage in social

interactions with other communities that produce similar strategies

12

study

3

do members from different interpretive communities engage

in social

interactions with other communities that produce dissimilar strategies
4

are there

other elements that influence interpretive community members

strategies for interpreting television

study significance

these questions are significant to interpretive community studies because they
go beyond the immediate interpretive community to explore the social interaction of

community members between other communities not only have recent studies in

interpretive communities suggested the need to explore social interaction but other
studies of mass media communications also continue to explore to what degree social

interaction personal values and external messages impact the development of
attitudes of audiences toward mass media such studies in mass media
communications as stouts study 1993 suggested have emphasized various ways in
which audiences use the mass media in their everyday lives

the exploration of these

questions will not only help to further understand the nature of the interpretive
community but will help to further discern the nature of communities in other areas

of mass media communication understanding the social interactive nature of the
interpretive community where conflict resolution strategies become primary strategies
for interpreting the media will also help to further explain the nature of interpretive
communities where conflict exists such as in gender and ethnic minority interpretive
communities

13

CHAPTER 11
II

literature REVIEW
theoretical framework

the evolution of the interpretive
intretive community
from theories of direct effects to theories of limited effects
in the socio historic scope of mass media research media effects theories have
in general vacillated between direct and limited effects theories direct effects theories

purport that the media is powerful enough to influence its audiences behavior while
limited effects theories maintain that audiences will interpret the media based on
ohlson 1989 gave a historical
mendohlson
personal perceptions needs and values H Mend
analysis of the evolution of limited effects theories from direct effects theories in his
analysis mendohlson
Mend ohlson said that theories of direct and limited effects emerged as

anciently as plato who taught that communicators have the power to change cognitive
perceptions attitudes and possibly the behavior of their audiences with their
messages

direct effects theories extended through the theories of 17th and 18th century
europe where royalists and anti
democrats tried to impose authoritarian rule out of
antidemocrats
fear of a strong media theorists such as tonnies simmel and marx perpetuated the
stimulus response
theory in their use of the media to influence crowds and early stimulusresponse
behaviorisms
behaviorists such as wundt and pavlov used these theories in association

experimentation traces of the theory existed during the american industrial
output system
revolution when communication was believed to operate like an input
inputoutput
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penetrating the minds of its audience without their reciprocation
II in america sociologists such as mead cooley thomas
before world war 11

and znaniecki established the foundation for theories of limited effects changing the
focus of communication theories to two way horizontal communication with the

receiver being more independent selective and powerful it was in 1973 that elihu

katz stated the opinion

people bend the media to their needs more readily than the

media overpower them

katz gurevitch & haas 1973 p 164 as cited in

Mend ohlson 1989
mendohlson

although direct effects theories did not entirely lose their

dominating role in the realm of mass media research they were in some ways
preempted by increasing theories of limited effects also see littlejohn 1989 1992
As communication theorists continued their social phenomenological studies of the

media audience with an emphasis on social interaction researchers discovered within
the scope of media audiences smaller audiences that could be defined and shaped by
similar strategies for interpreting media content

from single communities to multiple communities
schroder 1994 said that in everyday life people are members of multiple
communities and the exploration of an interpretive community members social
interaction with these communities is necessary in fully understanding the nature of
the interpretive community until recently this concept has not been understood in

interpretive community studies schroder traces the history of the concept of the
interpretive community which was first brought to media studies in J radways
1984 study of women readers of romance novels transferred from S

15

fishs book Is

there a text

fishs

in

this class the authority of interpretive communities fish

1980

concern said schroder was not with multiple meanings of texts but with a

way of reading which if it became accepted would be for a time at least the true

one

fish 1980 p

16 as cited in schroder
schreder 1994

fish defined an interpretive

community as a social and institutional community as opposed to a semiotic
community and implied that interpretive communities were like clubs with rules that

interpretive community members must follow schroder
schr0der said that although fish
schrader
sub
introduced the idea of the subcommunity
community into the concept of the interpretive

community he did not solve the problem that different interpretations arise not
because members belong to secondary sub communities but because they inhabit in

different proportions a whole range of interpretive communities

ap
schroder
schreder 1994 pp

338
33899

social constructionism

the

theoretical framework of the interpretive community is based on the

theory of social constructionism see lindlof 1988b

As mentioned in the

introduction of this thesis social constructionism or the theory of the social
construction of reality suggests that an individuals social reality is constructed by
interconnecting communication behaviors in the context of everyday social interaction

berger & luckmann 1966 as cited in littlejohn 1992

A schutz 1970 expressed

the idea of the social construction of reality as follows

the world of my daily life is by

no means my private world but is from the

subjective one shared with my fellow men experienced and
intersubjective
outset an inter

16

interpreted by others in brief it is a world common to all of us p 163

stout 1993 found in his study that the strategies interpretive community members
used for interpreting television are influenced by the exchange of messages that take

place within a context of social practice and interpersonal relationships

p 6

symbolic
svmbolic interactionism

the

theory of social constructionism or the theory of the social construction

impetu
of reality takes its impetus
imnetus from the theory of symbolic interactionism the theory
that purports that communication occurs through a filtering of symbols
1990 denzin & lincoln 1994

see neitz

H blumer 1972 stated

the position of symbolic interactionism

is that the worlds that exist for human

beings and for their groups are composed of objects and that these objects are
the product of symbolic interaction

the

nature of an object

person for whom it is an object

an ob
object
j ect
act

is anything that can be indicated

consists of the meaning that it has for the

this

meaning sets the way in which he sees

the object the way in which he is prepared to act toward it and the way in
which he is ready to talk about it

an ob
ect
object
j act

may have a different meaning for

different individuals p 408

in the context of the theory of symbolic interactionism television can be said
to be an object or a symbol for which interpretive community members attribute a

particular meaning according to stout 1993

the meaning for the symbol television

varies from interpretive community to interpretive community A members meaning
for television may vary as symbolic interchanges take place

17

conflict resolution

conflict resolution and symbolic interaction

the

theory of social constructionism based on symbolic interaction has not

only been used as the theoretical framework for interpretive community studies but
has also been used as the theoretical framework for the study of conflict resolution

strategies H cohen 1981 discussed conflict in the context of symbolic interaction
and social interaction as follows

symbols come from interaction and lead to interaction and are part of
interaction symbolic interaction

interactions are exchanges symbols make

exchanges and are part of exchanges they are part of exchange processes p
169

cohen also said

the conflict perspective

normal part of social exchange processes

in sociology perceives that conflict is a

p 87

based on cohens ideas it might

be said that the conflict stouts interpretive community members experience is a
normal part of social exchange processes

p 169 that take place within their own

interpretive community and between members of other interpretive communities

conflict resolution and religious interpretive communities
using M cornwall and D L thomass 1990 concept of the personal
community and the religious philosophies of berger 1967 1969

stout 1993

showed how LDS women experience conflict between the secular or the worldview
world view
see berger 1967 1969 of television and religions view of television cornwall and

thomas 1990 said that an individuals concept of religion is reinforced and
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influenced by the personal communities of which they are a part
communities

said cornwall and thomas

around individuals or families

p 230

personal

are social worlds created by and centered

cornwall and thomass definition of

Sch
personal community is much like schroeders
schroders
roders 1994 definition of the social

community which influences the interpretive strategies of interpretive community
members

like schroder cornwall

and thomas recognized the social differences

between communities and their points of intersection as being significant

religious identities are sustained within these personal religious communities
and the religion and family interface cannot fully be explored without careful

attention to the distinctive impact of these communities apart from the impact

of institutional religion
A sipes 1993

p 229

who draws on the religious philosophies of berger in her

mormone
mormon3 women
dissertation cognitive
amon traditional women how mormon
comi
Coni
conl tive dissonance among
3

conflict discussed the anxiety or conflict LDS women feel when confronted
confl
resolve conal
with differences between secular and religious views sipes discussed two types of
social values secular and traditional the first consisting of current movements and

ideologies that have not been assimilated into mainstream institutions and the second
consisting of the traditional values passed down historically from parent to child in
her study sipes found that most of the conflict the LDS women in her study
experienced came from the difficulty to reconcile internal paradoxes rather than
externally imposed situations

p iv

building upon ideas that closely align with social constructionism berger
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discussed conflict that exists between the symbols that make up the social realities of
the secular world and the social realities of the private religious world the two being

opposite poles

the concentration of religious

activities and symbols in one institutional

ipso facto defines the rest of society as the world
sphere however ipsofacto

as a

profane realm at least relatively removed from the jurisdiction of the sacred

the

secularizing potential of this conception could be contained as long as

long as christendom with its sensitive balance of the sacred and the profane
existed as a social reality with the disintegration of this reality however

the

world could all the more rapidly be secularized in that it had already been
defined as a realm outside the jurisdiction of the sacred properly speaking
p 123

berger went on to say

the collapse of the alienated

view released
structures of the christian world
worldview

movements of critical thought that radically dealienated
de
alienated and humanized
social reality the sociological perspective being one of these movements

an

achievement that often enough was bought at the price of severe anomy and
existential anxiety p 125

conflict resolution and social realities
J R
P

folger and T

S

jones 1994 found that conflict in social exchange

processes are usually due to the meeting of a triad of differing social realities
see freeman et al

1992 littlejohn et al

1987 1991 and pearce et al
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also

1989 for

further reading on social reality theories

the

success of an individuals strategy to

resolve this conflict said folger and jones depends on how well they can match or
coordinate differing social realities when a persons strategy does not successfully
coordinate differing social realities conflict remains unresolved
involves a triad of realities

mediation then

and the success or failure of the intervention may

depend upon the extent to which the three realities match or coordinate

p 69

various other theories exist to explain the conflict that arises between differing
social realities and the strategies that resolve that conflict E T hall 1976

a

cultural communication theorist has maintained that each community has its own
learn and practice the other cultures
cultural rhythm hall said that communities must leam

communitys medium of communication in order to reduce conflict littlejohn
1992 classified

reduction

halls theory of communication

as a theory of uncertainty

and referred to W gudykunst 1988 who found like stout 1993 that

different communities reduce certainty

schroder 1994

for

or resolve conflict in different ways

the meeting of differing social realities or the differing cultural

rhythms is the weaving or intersection of unique systems of codes

the

theories

of hall and folger and jones and schroder support the theories of social
constructionism and symbolic interactionism

social semiotics

schroder 1994 said that in order to understand the complex socially
situated interpretive processes of everyday life of interpretive communities it is

necessary to adopt a social semiotic of the media audience

21

p 339 also see

hodge & kress 1988 jensen

1991 schroder 1988 as cited in

social semiotic said schroder 1994

schroder 1994

A

sees culture as being produced from

intersecting code systems where the media is read in multiple ways because each

reader viewers individual and social meaning potential leads to differentiated
readerviewers
perceptions of the media text as well as to shared ones

these readings originate in

social or situation
macro
interaction relations and are meaning potentials
situationinteraction
macrosocial

which

trigger the interpretive community members meaning potential and in turn are a
product of the members

cumulative and cultural experiences

each interpretive

community members cumulative cultural experiences are unique and therefore each

members meaning resources are unique members share meaning resources with
many other people p 330
osis individuals use codes or words as referents for symbols to
semiosis
semitsis
in semi

communicate their attitudes toward a particular symbol C S peirce 1958

who

developed the first theory of signs defined semi
semiosis
osis as a relationship between a sign
semitsis
an object symbol

and a meaning schroder 1994 said that the most productive way

of conceptualizing individual and cultural meaning processes is one that builds on the
work of peirce jensen 1991 schroder in press b as cited in schroder 1994
Saus surian approach it
because compared with the dominant saussurian

a sees signs as

components in situations of use

and b it encompasses not only verbal signs but

other signs as well peirce 1982

in other words said schroder the peircean
Peircean

perspective conceptualizes the analysis of media signifying processes

in a

communicative context where meanings are only potential until actualized by socially

22

situated human beings

schroder 1994 p 344

schroder 1994 said that the social semiotic approach to analysis which
focuses on the study of these codes the style of talk that individuals use to discuss the

media

becomes the foundation for understanding interpretive communities

the

Saus surian but in the
language individuals use to talk about the media not in the saussurian

peircean
Peircean sense becomes the

over
arching and heterogeneous symbolic environment
overarching

individuals live in and out of which they create their own communicative repertoires
through cultural positionings
position ings and interactive communities

p 345

other researchers have also emphasized the study of language J radway
1984 said that one of the major mistakes some interpretive community studies have

made in the past has been to ignore the complexities of sign production or semi
osis
semiosis
semitsis

p 8

radway also emphasized the study of language in understanding interpretive

186 207
communities appp 186207

denzin and lincoln said that a semiotic analysis

provides a history and context for understanding meaning that is congruent with a
70
symbolic interactionist perspective ap
pp 469
46970

littlejohn et al

1992 found that in

the study of conflict resolution interpretive research requires examination of the
actual discourse produced

as cited by folger & jones pp
ap 68
6899

by understanding

the way interpretive community members talk about the media or their styles of talk

researchers can better understand their interpretive strategies and the development of
those strategies schroder 1994 stout 1993
theoretical terms

23

see appendix B for a glossary of

social interaction

studies in interpretive communities television and conflict resolution
strategies have pointed to the need to study other communities when attempting to

understand an interpretive community folger & jones 1994 lindlof 1989 press
1991 schroder
schreder 1994 sipes 1993

schroder 1994 probed the transcendental

factors that may influence the development of the interpretive community

there

is a

whole array of interesting questions concerning media experiences and uses that
transcend the single social situation of use and the single interpretive community
p 341

she gave the example of a researcher who wants to study the role of

broadcast news and its social signifying processes in a certain country

the

researcher could only do justice to such a vast subject if they were to capture all of
the interpersonal and internalized discourses that an individual typically has regarding

broadcast news during a single day

3412.
ap 341
schroder 1994 pp
34122

an

individual

typically communicates with multiple interpretive communities which may include
multiple interpersonal discourses through which an individual makes sense of the
media

schroeders
other studies beside Sch
schr0ders
schroders
roders 1994 have suggested the need to explore

interpretive community members social interaction with other communities lindlof
1989 noted that individuals within an interpretive community derive meaning from
ilan
iian
an entire range

groups

of sources one of which is their social affiliations and reference

in the setting of human activity

p 86

A press 1991

a researcher of

television audiences found that women talk about television in the context of the

24

social interactions they have with family and friends both Lind
loess and
lindlofs
lofs
lindloff
lindlof

presss study

learn more about the social interaction members of an
suggested the need to leam

interpretive community have with other communities in their everyday experience
relative to the interpretation of television

chapter summary

recent studies in interpretive communities social constructionism symbolic
interactionism conflict resolution strategies and religious sociology have suggested
that in order to fully understand an interpretive community one must take a social
semiotic approach to analyzing a members social interaction with other communities

the present

studies
porting theories in making
and their supporting
study incorporates these studiesand
supportine
studlesand
studie

such an analysis

schroeders
although Sch
schroders
roders 1994 work and other works in religious philosophy
mass media communication conflict resolutions strategies and social reality theory

have suggested the need to explore the impact of interpretive community members
social interaction with other communities there as yet have been no studies that have

applied this concept to the study of interpretive communities

the present

study

synthesizes an eclectic selection of theories and philosophies to further explore the
social interaction patterns that contribute to the conflictive nature of the interpretive

communities of LDS women who watch television
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CHAPTER 111
III
lii

methodology
study procedures
As discussed in previous chapters the purpose of the present study is to

discover more about how social interaction with other communities contributes to the
development of the interpretive strategies that define stouts interpretive communities

the

methodology in the present study has been selected to direct the researcher in

doing this using qualitative methodology which incorporates ethnographic interviews
and grounded theory procedures the present study followed these phases of
a sample selection

methodology
page figure

1

b data collection and c data analysis

for a summary of these phases

the

see next

first phase utilizes Sch
schroeders
schroders
roders

concept of transcending the immediate interpretive community to study social
interaction with other communities

the

second phase utilizes grounded theory

procedures similar to those used by L D browning 1978

as

stouts study did and

the grounded theory conditional matrix4
matrix proposed by A strauss and J corbin
1990

in the sampling phase the researcher selected a small sample of women who

fit the interpretive communities identified by stout 1993

in the data collection

phase participants were interviewed to determine if interpretive community members
social interaction with other communities influenced their interpretive strategies for

television in the data analysis phase the discourse of the participants were analyzed
through a social semiotic approach to discover emerging patterns that might show how
social interaction with other communities influenced interpretive strategies
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figure
raure
baure

1

this figure outlines

the authors synthesis of methodology

METHOD
qualitative ANALYSIS MULTI
multimethod

pile PHASE STUDY
PIZE
PIZEPHASE
PRE
PREPHASE

foundation

STOUTS STUDY
1

2

discovery of interpretive communities

defining these by interpretive strategies that are conflict resolution strategies
1I

PHASE 1I
SAMPLING

PHASE HDATA

collection

PHASE 111
III
ili
DATA ANALYSIS

GROUNDED THEORY

GROUNDED THEORY

ethnographic
procedures PROPOSED
ROPOSED

procedures

BY SCHRODER

JUDGES PANEL REVIEW

requires small samples in

interviews small samples
of participants in the
natural setting of the
home interviews are
semi
structured to allow
semistructured
for the free
flow of
freeflow
conversation interview
questions concentrate on
the social interaction of
participants with other
communities

lets theory emerge from

ethnographic

AND

order to make macro
applications from micro
applications
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procedures

AND

data Is an inductive
process that allows
emergence of categories
and new understanding

follows open coding
general and axial
coding specific
procedures to allow the
researcher to move from
general categories to more
specific categories and to
determine relationships
between categories and
sub categories the
judges panel review
controls for reliability

phase 1I sample selection
sampling
relational and variational samp

the

sampling methods used in both ethnography and grounded theory

procedures are quite similar in that they require small samples morse 1994 strauss
1990
& corbin 1990.

in grounded theory procedures and techniques relational and

sectional analysis of categories
variational sampling is used to allow for the cross
crosssectional

the present

study chose a small sample of six women from each interpretive

community with some emphasis on variation in age birthplace stage in life etc

depth was developed through the social semiotic analysis of interview comments on
social interaction with other communities

pre
screening and sample qualification
prescreening
stout 1993 used a survey instrument to categorize his interpretive community
members

the present

study used this survey omitting question 14 to prescreen
pre screen the

participants and select the samples

see appendix C for a copy of this survey

phase 11
II data collection

ethnography
ethnography a qualitative cultural analysis has become used more and more
in the study of interpretive communities in the recent turn toward ethnographic

methods in interpretive community studies the focus has shifted from the media to
the individual within the audience although this turn seems to endanger excluding the
media from interpretive community studies it presents a viable and historically

schroder 1994 found that ethnographic

proven means of analysis schroder 1994
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qualitative analysis adapts well to the study of interpretive communities because it
allows for the study of the cultures of the individuals who make up those

communities

in studying the interpretive community radway 1988 maintained that
ethnographic qualitative analysis is useful because it demands the social is always
actively constructed by living subjects
B

p 373 as cited in schroder
schreder 1994 p 340

gunter 1989 an independent broadcasting authority in london england

maintained that a study of an interpretive community requires looking beyond
socio
socle cultural reference
standard parameters of classifying individuals to discover the sociocultural

groups that have the most significant mediating influence on media interpretations
1
12
121
P

the interview
schroder 1994 said that neither situated analysis going to the various places
an individual inhabits

nor focus group analysis is as beneficial as interviewing the

participants in the natural setting of the home

the

first she said tries to build

discourses into the interview and the second fails to capture situated social interaction
because it brings together unrelated individuals As mentioned earlier interviewing
best does justice to the whole array of

the participant in the home said schroder

cultural discourses that the individual inhabits for the simple reason that it does not
try to build any of them into the interview situation

p 341

such a research design

cultural discourses
sociocultural
does not prohibit the researcher from exploring the multiple socio
that make up an individuals reading of the media ibid
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other researchers have also

suggested the use of the interview biocca 1989 morse 1994 radway 1984

the present

study utilized the unstructured openended
open ended interview format and

moved from a general set of specific questions to an unstructured interview format

stout 1993 provided a section in his survey to ascertain the social interaction LDS
women have with other communities in their discussions of television

the

results of

this section obtained during the sample selection phase were used as a starting point

see appendix C question

the

18.
18

interview in the present study lasted for 30 minutes to

1

hour and took

place whenever possible in the natural setting of the home see morse 1994

schroder 1994

the

participants were told that they were being interviewed that the

interviews were being transcribed but confidential

see morse 1994 ap
10
pp 309
30910

also see appendix D for a copy of the interview questions
phase 111
III
analysis
anai
ill data anal
ili

grounded theory
th
theorn
strauss and corbin 1990 said the following of grounded theory procedures
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the

phenomenon it represents

one begins with an area of study and what is relevant

to that area is allowed to emerge

the present

p 23

study used grounded theory procedure coding procedures it first

used open coding procedures which emphasizes the discovery of general categories
and then axial coding which emphasizes the discovery of specific categories

this

process of categorizing allowed theory to emerge from general theory to specific
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theory

the

study also used the conditional matrix proposed by strauss and corbin

which allowed the induction of theory by tracing conditional paths through levels of

communities

coding stripping sorting and categorizing

after the interviews were transcribed each interview was given a code
statements were stripped and sorted

the data analysis

phase of the present study

extrapolated categories from interview data and looked for emerging patterns that
arose from those categories although browning 1978 used grounded theory
procedures to obtain field research data and also analyzed nonverbal behavior in
tic method of analysis suggested by schroder 1994 and
semiotic
keeping with the social sernio

radway 1984 the present study limited its analysis to statements the unit of an
analysis per browning was the completeness of the thought verbalized by the
individual comments were coded to correspond with an interview and placed on a
table sorted first by the researcher and then by two independent panels of judges

the

first panel consisted of three women and one man and the second panel consisted

of two women and one man
in qualitative research various methods have been suggested for sorting and
categorizing information most have included some basic steps that allowed the

researcher to make general connections between the data and form logical
conclusions grounded theory procedures for data analysis in the present study were
supported by the research methods suggested by browning 1978
1991

C glesne and A peshkin 1992

J morse 1994
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M ely et al

C K biessman
Ri essman 1994
riessman

A strauss 1987

strauss and corbin 1990

and the researchers they cite

their

suggestions for methodology were utilized in the present study to develop the

lowing
Irol
following

coding stripping sorting categorizing procedures

the

1

interviews were transcribed

2 each interview was placed into its group traditional independent or

contextual
als were given
each interview was coded according to its group traditionals
Tradition

3

1

independents were given the letter I

the letter T

in each group the interviews were placed in order and given a second

letter C
letter

and contextuals were given the

for example

the first interview in the traditional group was labeled TA

second interview in the traditional group was labeled TB
in the independent group was labeled IA

independent group was labeled IB

etc

the

the

first interview

and the second interview in the

etc

each question and comment given by the interviewer and each response and

3

comment given by the participant was given a code each comment for the

interviewer and the participant were given a code using the interview code
TA

tibb
titb
TB

it

etc

and the comment number

made by the interviewer were preceded by Q

the

eg

codes for questions and comments

such that a code for the first question

or comment made by the interviewer during interview TA was QTA
qta11
for responses and comments made by the participant were preceded by A

the

codes

such that

a code for the response or comment made for the first question during interview TA
was

ATA
atac
ata1
atai

1
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the coded

4

questions responses and comments the phrase comments will

be used from hereon were cut into strips

the comments

5

were sorted into groups traditionals
als independents
Tradition

contextuals
6

the

7

the comments

researcher read through the comments in their groups

again in their groups

were shuffled within their groups

the

they were read through

researcher looked for styles of talk and dimensions that

seemed relevant to certain words or phrases that called up comparative cases see

strauss 1987

the comments

8

dimensions

the

were sorted into categories according to these terms and

non
researcher let the information emerge A nondescriptive
descriptive category

was included
9 categories were labeled and comments were paper clipped according to

categories for each group
10

the first consisting of three women and one
judgesthe
two panels of judges

man

man looked at the categories in
and the second consisting of two women and one manlooked

als independents contextuals in a closed
their respective groups traditionals
Tradition

discussion A judges script was used and the discussions were recorded and
transcribe for further analysis

see appendix E for a copy of the judges panel

script
11

after transcribing the recorded panel discussion the researcher re-

evaluated the categories looking for fit additional ways to group the information
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and additional ways to name the categories
12

the categories

13

the

were finalized

findings were summarize for each group and given a basic summary

see chapters IV and V

the conditional matrix
using the conditional matrix
strauss and corbin 1990 proposed a conditional matrix a transactional
system

see next page figure 2 that traces processes in the interactive nature of

events

in grounded theory procedures process is the linking of sequences of

action
interaction as they pertain to the management of control over or response to
actioninteraction
a phenomenon

strauss & corbin 1990 p 143

some of the main properties of a

transactional system are a interactive and interrelated levels of conditions
phenomenon under investigation

b the

c actioninteraction
action interaction and d temporality

143 160
1601.
ap 1439
strauss & corbin 1990 pp
16011

the present

see

study makes the following

applications to conditional matrix

condition the conflict that arises when interpretive community members meet
with other communities that have differing interpretive strategies

phenomenon the interpretive strategies that define stouts interpretive
communities
interaction social interaction
actioninteraction
action

temporality the time period over which an interpretive community member
talks about television with others
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comrrlunil
and In
ninstil
instil
stil
stit

al

bubl
subr
subl

ot31
otai

tdu

roa
doa
eoa

a

e a ct
V
0
T

ah

ah

action
pertaining
to a

VP

vp1

phenomenon

the

present study utilized the following levels

1I
position ings
L
community level cultural positionings

includes culture values philosophies and history as they

ertain to the community each community has its own demographic features
pertain
4

organization and institutional level the larger audience of LDS women who watch television

these has its own structure rules problems history
5

sub
sub organizational subinstitutional
institutional level the interpretive community includes the peculiar

features of a sub location

audience
6
15

or the interpretive community within a larger location the larger

where the present study takes place

collective group and individual level the social communities

includes biographies

philosophies knowledge and experiences of persons and families as well as those of various groups
special interest professional and scientific
7

interactional level social interaction where interpretive community members do things with

respect to the phenomenon the nature of the interpretive community or the nature of those interpretive

strategies that define them

this

is where interactional processes like the discussion of television

action processes like the use of television is carried out to respond to the phenomenon

figure
fleure 2 this figure is an adaptation of strauss and corbins conditional matrix
1990 p 163
strauss & Corbin
corbin1990

it has been scaled to fit the parameters of the

present study
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and

the conditional matrix

denotes a complex web of interrelated conditions

action
interaction and consequences that pertain to a given phenomenon strauss &
actioninteraction

igi
161
corbin 1990 p 161.

the representation of the
the conditional

conditional matrix

matrix itself is represented as a set of circles each circle

corresponding to a different social dimension the outer ring representing the
dimension where conditional features are most distant from the action
interaction
actioninteraction
sequence and the inner ring representing the dimension where the conditional feature
is closest to the sequence

sub
these circles may represent communities subcommunities
communities

and condition levels according to strauss and corbin 1990

one operationalized
rationalizes the
ope
operationalizes

conditional matrix by tracing its conditional paths this involves tracing an event
interaction through the conditional levels or vice
either from the level of action
actioninteraction
interaction and the conditional
versa to determine the relationship between the action
actioninteraction
levels it is relevant to explore all levels of the conditional matrix because

individuals have values and attitudes that relate to these levels

in the present study the phenomenon the nature of the interpretive
communities or the nature of the interpretive strategies that defined the interpretive
communities

stood in conditional relationship to the levels above and below it or in

other words the phenomenon stood in conditional relationship to the communities that
surrounded it

the

social interaction links that connect the interpretive community

with other communities were studied by analyzing the links that connect the levels of

the conditional matrix
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social semiotics

according to denzin and lincoln 1994 symbolic interactionism and semi
semiosis
osis
semitsis
II of this thesis schroder 1994
are interconnected As mentioned in chapter 11

suggested a social semiotic approach to analyzing data in interpretive community
studies

this entails

the analysis of the language people use to describe the media by

looking at the way members talked about their social interaction with other

communities in relation to their interpretive strategies the researcher discovered
emerging patterns that gave greater insight into the development of these strategies
intervening conditions and controls

authors bias
transcription and judges panel
it is agreed by sociologists that the interpretation of interview data is highly
problematic at times because of the difficulty in removing the authors biases
& lincoln 1994

denzin

transcribing the interview helped to ensure objectivity bias was

further prevented by using two independent panels of judges to help analyze the data

see table

1

for a profile of the judges

closed communication
developing reciprocity

traditional methods encourage an interviewer never to develop a real
conversation with the participant denzin & lincoln 1994 p 371

however other

methods have shown that it is necessary for an interviewer to maintain enough

reciprocity through honesty and intimacy with the participant to prevent closed
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conversation and to facilitate openness morse 1994 showed how participants are
more willing to respond when there is reciprocity there should always be a shift
between the interviewer and the participant to minimize status differences and

hierarchy and to emphasize the human side of the interviewer denzin & lincoln
1994 p 370

the

researcher was able to facilitate open communication through

reciprocity

developing self presentation

one of the critical preparations for the interview

is selecting self presentation

for self presentation influences the answers of the participants denzin & lincoln
1994 p 367

the

interviewer assumed a relaxed presentation to further

communication

addressing gender issues
occasionally problems can arise because of the sex of the interviewer denzin
& lincoln 1994

historically women have been considered better suited to

interviewing morse 1994

the

female gender of the interviewer in the present study

probably provided greater facilitation of openness and communication with the women
participants

techniques
limited budget using applied research technique
schroder
schreder 1994 suggested conducting multiple interviews for each participant
however according to D M fetterman 1989 when budgeting and time limitation
prevent extended analysis applied research techniques can allow a sufficient scope of
analysis applied research techniques dictate concentrating on a specific area of study
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within a limited period of time

the present

study followed applied research

techniques in this sense limitations are discussed in chapter V under study

limitations
similar geographic location using it as a study variable
many of the participants were neighbors andor attended the same ward
church group

although in some studies this may have negatively affected the

results in the present study it provided additional insight into unexplored variables

cornwall 1989 found that peer ties in religious groups tend to have significant
impact on religious behavior because some participants in the present study appeared
to be influenced in their attitudes toward television by each other it opened doors for

further understanding

see appendix F for a demographic biography of each

participant
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

chapter overview

this chapter

gives the results of the data analysis relevant to the research

questions of the present study it a gives an overview of the procedures followed
b discusses the results of the judges panel discussions and c gives the combined

results of the researcher and the judges analysis by answering the research questions

the

main purpose of this chapter is not to give an in
depth analysis but to identify
indepth

social interaction patterns that emerged from the data analysis phase of the present
study chapter V goes into a detailed discussion of these social interaction patterns
and offers suggestions for future studies

procedures followed

after analyzing

135 pages

of transcribed interview data and 26 pages of

transcribed judges panel data the present study explored comments made by

interpretive community members that reflected patterns of social interaction between
interpretive community members and other communities

the researcher

followed the

III
procedures outlined in chapter 111
lii of the present study categories were ascertained
that helped the researcher to answer the research questions which focused on social

interaction of the present study and further explore the nature of stouts interpretive
communities

the

sub
categories and subcategories
categories discovered during coding were used during

data analysis only as a framework for the researcher to explore the social interaction
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patterns of interpretive community members

for example the category of social

interaction was used to look at the social interaction patterns of interpretive
communities and determine what type of influence these social interaction patterns
might have had on the development of interpretive strategies

the

categories of

television has changed over time and religious associations were used in looking
at elements other than social interaction that influence or contribute to the

understanding of the interpretive strategies of community members

the

researcher

sub
used the subcategories
categories of collective other community extended family community

and immediate family community to look in detail at the social interaction patterns

of interpretive communities relative to these communities

see tables 2277 for a list

and description of these general categories and sub categories as well as other

categories that are not mentioned in this chapter

the results of the judges discussions
As a result of session 1I the researcher and the judges noted that many of the

comments that were categorized in social interaction could also be categorized in

personal views and vice versa perhaps this suggests that interpretive community
members strategies are a complex interweaving of personal views and the influences

of social interaction with other communities this finding supports stouts finding that
television related conflicts in predictable uniform ways
rather than resolving televisionrelated

viewers do so within interpretive communities which emphasize different values and
have different styles of television talk

the judges

stout 1993 p

14

disagreed with the researcher on the categorizing of a few of the
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participants comments the codes of these comments were read into the recorder and
the comments were later reassigned to different categories according to the panels
suggestion and in line with the focus of the present study

the judges

and the

researcher also felt that numerous categories could be made from the comments of the
participants

the

final selected categories are those that reflect the decisions of the

see appendix G for an outline of the judges panel

researcher and the judges
discussions

als
traditionals
Tradition

the consensus of the judges

als while they hold strict
panel was that traditionals
Tradition

views on television viewing in their home appear to be ambivalent or wishy
washy in how they go about trying to control television viewing standards in their
home overall they seemed more difficult than the other groups to assess one of the
als that took place between two of the judges went as
conversations about traditionals
Tradition

follows

dont know what

1

I

1

I had them last time

to write about this group

they were hard to pinpoint

als were also seen by the judges panel to be more negative toward
traditionals
Tradition
television and appeared to have strict standards

susan said she believes that she

and her husband must always be on top of their children to see that they are
watching the right amount of television and the right programs anne said that not
only does she restrict her children from seeing R rated movies but she also

restricts PG and PG 13 movies

the judges
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als use television
found that traditionals
Tradition

more as a past time after other work is done to relax or spend time with families
indents
ndents
independents
ind

the consensus of the judges

panel was that independents are more

autonomous one of the judges commented

1

were more independent

I think they

thinkers they were not influenced by outsiders as much as by their parents and

brothers and sisters

ft

another commented

this group

seems to just take life as it comes

its

televisions there and

thats what they do they dont really plan it like this other group
goal oriented
contextuals who seem to be a lot more structured and goaloriented

these people make it through

in spite of it all

these people really do not

set standards

the judges

also found that the parents of independents really had not set

standards for television viewing as they were growing up

cheryl said adamantly that

there were no standards for viewing television in her home growing up and that her
family members are all media junkies

carol said her mother left her and her

siblings alone to watch television and it was a free for all

contextuals
als were seen to hold strict standards for viewing
contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

television but were still seen as being able to use television in a positive way after
evaluating all of its aspects contextuals were also seen as conservative television
watchers
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general comments on interpretive communities

the judges

felt that each of the groups could be differentiated more by their

attitudes toward and their use of television more than their age so while one
interpretive community may have included more participants from a particular age
range in general this did not overtly affect the outcome of the study

the results of the researchers analysis
the

and the judges discussions

following pages offer summaries of the combined results of the

researchers analysis and the judges discussions deeper descriptions of the social
interaction patterns can be found in chapter V

the

results in this chapter reflect

dominant themes found in the sorting stage rather than offer quantitative statistics

these results reflect the dynamic and unfixed nature of these interpretive
communities a topic that is further discussed in chapter V narratives are provided
at the beginning of this section to show to what degree these themes dominate the

data
als
narratives traditionals
Tradition

anne
biography

anne was primarily raised in england she is 52 years old married with six
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has
fulltime

1

year of college education

50000 or more a year
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her husband earns

summary
sum

anne grew up in england and didnt have a television until she was

10 years

old growing up anne and her family enjoyed watching musicals and political events

together but never really spent a lot of time around the television her parents talked
about how marvelous it was that you could see an event that was around the world

neither of her parents ever spoke negatively of television because there was nothing
negative on television at that time television was just a sort of entertainment now
her parents however

watch everything

anne said she is so conservative and

her family are liberal to the point that anything goes

her parents attitude toward

television said anne because it is so different from hers doesnt influence her in the
least because she just doesnt watch wouldnt even dream of watching what they
watch

annes home

life was not religious at all

her mothers attitudes was that

religion was okay for other people but not for them she remembers talking to her
mom about where dead people go and her mother would say

1

I

dont know

think anybody knows because nobodys ever come back to tell us

1I

dont

anne said that

never having religion in her home did not stop her from wanting to know about it

her parents lack of religious beliefs

did not influence her decisions she was guided

rather by a personal desire to know about religion when anne heard the LDS
f

gospel

she jjust
ust soaked it all up

anne now measures her parents lack of

religiosity against her own religiosity she said
whenever 1I visit them 1I can see how far

its a good yardstick

ive come just by how
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because

much more

conservative 1I am than they are 1I think

wow

1I

must be getting somewhere

anne inherited if not a sense of personal or institutional religiosity from her
parents a deep sense of independence from her father who thinks
who knows what is right she said

1

hes the only one

I am a lot like my dad in the fact that 1I have a

lot of very definite ideas but 1I also can give and take which my dad
so adamant that my mind

cant im not

cant be changed

today anne emphasizes family unity in her values for television

id like to

think that my kids will grow up and well all have the same standards and all be able
to talk about the same things and we wont be like for example when 1I visit with my

folks

anne and her husband have similar strategies for interpreting television which
1

she emphasizes in her use of we instead of I in talking about attitudes toward

television she said

were pretty

much together on how we feel about things and so

if he says that something isnt good 1I may be influenced by it one way or the other

she and her husband give mutual consent to their children for what they watch on
television

anne feels that violence on television has a negative effect on children she
also feels that her children do not influence her attitudes toward television because
they are not on the same wave length

they may recommend a show that has good

values however and she will watch it while she does laundry or something she and
her granddaughter use television as a source of interaction

and anne believes this

influences her

anne said she listens to LDS church leaders about television viewing
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standards and they influence her a lot however she and her husband go beyond
what church leaders say to provide additional standards for their family she said

since my husband and 1I both have the same standards we decide if its good or if it

isnt like the church leaders

say you

dont see R rated movies and we have a

tendency to go further and say some TG are awful

1I

would say that the church

leaders influence us and then my husband and 1I would set standards and say
this

isnt good enough for us

even

and we would turn the television off and 1I still do

anne also emphasizes keeping a good spirit in her home through screening
negative television one time she went down stairs and found her returnedmissionary
returned missionary
son and his friends watching a movie that conflicted with her standards she told him

he was bringing a bad spirit into their home
1I

told him once before theres a certain spirit that we have in the home and an

atmosphere that we like to keep a good atmosphere it might be stormy
outside but we always like to see that
stormy atmospheres and we

feeli very
feell
feel 1I

its peaceful

dont like a bad spirit

inside

we dont like

to be in the home and 1I

husband that television can
very strongly feel and so does my husbandthat

bring into the home a real nasty spirit or a spirit of contention a spirit of evil

or just depending on what you watch

we just talk about not defiling the

spirit of the home

anne doesnt really talk to her friends about television however when she
goes to

society she and the people
relief society5
5

she work with there might say

see this terrible thing that happened did you see this wonderful thing that
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did you

happened

she and her friends dont talk about television on a regular basis
margaret

raphy
biography
bloe

margaret was primarily raised in idaho she is 47 years old married with nine
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
time homemaker she has three years of college education
as a full
fulltime

her husband

earns between 30000 and 49000 a year

summary
summ
margaret came from a large traditionally religious family her parents were
active in the LDS church and were basically institutionally religious although they
have family prayer as much as she would have liked she feels this was
did not h3tve

probably because they had too much television in her home margarets mother was
president of one of the main church auxiliaries and her grandparents attended her
same ward church group

margaret said there was a lot of social interaction in her home growing up
and she was encouraged to develop her talents and do well

her mother was

a full

time homemaker like she is now she said they had a lot of happiness in the home

like anne margaret doesnt remember her parents having anything negative

to say

about television

margarets mother was widowed and alone for twentysix
twenty six years and made
television her source of social interaction she said

she watched several shows

regularly on a regular basis she would read about the stars that play on them she
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was living her life in my opinion vicariously through the television since she

remarried last may she has hardly watched television at all because she has someone
to share her life with thats very active and they go and do things and see things and

participate and 1I think

its a much

much healthier situation

rather than ignoring

her mothers television behaviors margaret took opportunities to persuade her to do

other things with her time she said
0

do you have

1

I would say to her

this when she came to visit 1I would try to say
to watch chist
thist

timet
time
there other things you would like to do with your nime

about it

you know are you sure

are

and she was quite defensive

margarets siblings are divided in the way they feel about television one

brother finding that television is a waste of time for he and his family she said hes
like her

and her other brother doesnt really care about how much or what he and

his family watch on television

margaret emphasizes family unity in her values for television even though she
and her husband feel differently about television margarets husband loves

its a waste

television and doesnt think theres anything wrong with it and she thinks

of time

hes not as particular

as margaret is about what he watches and doesnt see

the negative side of television she thinks this is because he has been exposed to a lot

more things than she has she grew up with too much television and he grew up with
no television said margaret although margaret doesnt believe as her husband does

about television she has come to recognize

its place in his life and how he has the

ability to relate with other people more than she does on certain issues because he
watches television in the past margaret resented that her husband and her sons
01
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watch so much television she does not resent this as much now because she has

come to recognize it as their source of relaxation

even though margaret feels that television is a waste of time if she wants to
be close to her husband or a child she will sit down and watch for a while

1

I

occasionally watch something if 1I just want to go and sit down on the couch and be
close to him my husband and visit with him for a while 1I may watch whatever he
has on and the same with the children

anne wants to watch a program with
if
idanne
ifanne

some of her children that others do not like she will go to another television
1

margaret uses we and not I to emphasize that she and her husband set
standards together for their childrens television viewing in their home margaret and
pre defined their standards in her home and will let their children know
her husband predefined

if they feel they might be watching a distasteful program their standards for their
younger children are stricter than their standards for their older children and

margaret limits and controls the television viewing of her youngest daughter she and
her husband emphasize a sense of work ethics in their standards

we have a standard

which is not particularly observed anymore as our

children have gotten older our standard has been for years that you dont
watch television without permission so theoretically they are suppose to have

permission from either me or my husband before they watch television and
basically it would be what they wanted to watch but obviously that would
have to do with whether their work was done whether their practicing on the
piano was done whether they had homework to do if their homework is done
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and theyve done their chores around the house and if practicing or whatever
then generally speaking the answer would be yes

margaret dislikes having the television on in the home on sunday but said she
lost on that one

because when you live in a family with a lot of people you kind

ority
majority
arity
of have to go along with the ma

margaret adamantly states that the women she chooses to associate with have
the same views toward television as she does margaret talks with her friends about
the negative things that are on TV

they discuss how men have come to use sports

as a religion even to the point of watching it on sunday margaret believes that those

who believe as she does about television reinforce her opinions more than listening
to others however she reads conservative newspapers she knows that certain

programs are bad not because she has seen them but because she has read about
them

1

I read reviews and subscribe to some conservative newsletters and so on and

so 1I have some very negative views toward NYPD

cant

tell from firsthand
first hand experience that

its bad

1I

and ive never watched it so 1I
just know the things 1I have read

about it are very negative and made me not want to watch it

heather
biography
biogradh
biograph

heather was not raised in one location because her father was in the navy

she spent a lot of time in japan while she was growing up she is 39 years old
married with four children she was first married civilly and then in the LDS temple
time homemaker she has three years
fulltime
she is currently unemployed and works as a full
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of college education her husband earns 50000 or more a year
summary
umm

heather was raised in the military and traveled a lot and so she was limited in
the television she could watch however she remembers passing judgement
jud gement on some

of the programs her mother and her grandmother used to watch

1II can
1

remember my

mom talking about how my brother would come home from kindergarten and he

game
really liked the dating
datin

this

little five year old really liked the dating game

game
and he and my mom would sit and have lunch and watch the dating
together
datin
which just seems really funny to me
As the world

she also remembers her grandmother watching

turns and never saw what her grandmother saw in that program

heathers parents monitored the amount of television she watched and told her
not to sit too close because of the radiation but they never monitored the content of
the program

they did however have moral standards for rock music and she feels

this might have influenced her heather feels that the fact that television was limited

elther because of her travel or because she chose other
up either
to her as she was growing upeither
influences her now to limit her television
interests
interestsinfluences

heathers parents were never actively institutionally nor personally religious
until later in life heather does not even see television as being related to religion

because television represents such different values than her religious values

heathers parents today dont talk about television she said they argue
they argue about it but they dont talk about it theres no common ground they
watch the news but then my mom will make a comment and my dad will say
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shhh
sahh

1I

cant hear so

them

its not talk its a bond

they argue about the TV

her father believes that her mothers

he calls the talk

of contention with

television watching is a waste of time

shows she watches toxic talk shows

her parents will try

to get her

to take sides in their arguments heather said she is neither like one nor the other but

somewhere in between

heathers mother who

is an independent and was also interviewed in the

present study often calls heather and talk to her about her television shows which

heather tries to ignore
in her home today heather said shes the TV master and that she
tcontrols everything in her home including the remote control
controls

husband heathers husband will watch whatever is on

like margarets

heather said he even

continues to watch when the televisions on mute

although heather said she is the TV master like anne and margaret she
emphasized that she and her husband set standards for television viewing in their
1

home together by using we rather than I when she talked about these standards

she and her husband have one rule that when anyone comes over even relatives the
television goes off because it can inhibit relationships

heather said that she and

her husband have definite standards for their children and she imposes the same
standards on herself as she does on their children they

dont watch anything with

foul language nudity extreme violence or sexual situations

so we monitor what they watch and what we watch because were susceptible
to it too 1I

dont know why everybody thinks there
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is this one standard for

adults and another one for kids because

its as

hard to sweep garbage out of

our minds as it is to sweep it out of kids minds so if 1I dont have it for them
why should 1I have it for me
me then

its not good

not good for me

this

is my guiding principle

if its not good for

for them and if its not good for them then probably

thats

its

kind of the motto we go by 1I guess

heather does say that she will sometimes use programs with foul language to
teach her children that foul language is bad she and her family watch television on

sunday more than any other day as a family

heather and her friend talk about how bad TV is and how even some LDS
families

dont have good

standards for watching television she herself uses a

personal sense of inward moral right and wrong to direct her standards for television
viewing and although she will listen to others she reserves the right to judge for

herself she recognizes even in the friends she trusts a tendency to watch too much
television she does find that she and her friends have more similarities in their

interpretive strategies than she does with her parents

heather like margaret listens to reviewers but whereas margaret will rely
judge ments
reviewers
lewers say heather chooses to make personal value judgements
solely on what rev
and expresses a sense of independence in her decisions on television viewing

the

bottom line is you nobody can make you watch or read or do anything that you

dont fundamentally want to do

1I

reserve the right to judge that myself just

because they say it doesnt mean it is a good show
have different standards

or good

for my family you can

heather finds that television has little redeeming value
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mary
mau
man
biography

mary was primarily raised in wyoming she is 82 years old married with

13

children six of her children survived birth she was married in the LDS temple she
is currently unemployed and works as a full
time homemaker she and her husband
fulltime

collect less than 9999 a year in social security

summary
sum

mary was raised without a television but a strong sense of traditional values
including traditional work ethics she said her mother was a naturally bom
born
psychologist when it came to getting her children to work

she made work sound fun we loved to work because she made it such a fun
thing such a great thing that
washing dishes at three years old

and so very early she started me out to

at five years old 1I was

helping with the

ironing and by the time 1I was five 1I was able to make a cake by myself make
the cereal to stir the gravy to do a lot of things in the cooking business

my mother did lots of entertaining and she liked to have her silverware shiny

so she would sit me on a stool by her kitchen cabinet and give me a dish of
soda and a little rag and 1I would polish in the little crevices and
up and
1I

id

say

boy it will be a miracle if 1I get this one shiny mama

would work and work and work and then

shiny

this

id hold it

id be so happy if id get it all

is the way she did work was a pleasure

although marys family was not strictly institutionally religious they
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then

emphasized strong moral values mary developed a strong sense of independence in
her own religious values

in those days scripture reading was not stressed although we had many many
religious books in our library and 1I had access to them and those were my
favorite books and 1I loved to read the bible and the book of mormon and the
doctor books my mother would never allow us to read

true stories or

any

of the literature of that type she was very selective of the literature we read

we had family prayer when

1I

was little mostly she taught me to pray

we

were taught to pray by kneeling by her knees and at a very young age 1I dont
remember how young 1I was but when 1I was three years old we moved into
the big house and my aunt was helping me say my prayers and she was
having me repeat that little one
was in the other room
by herself she

very early age
in my life 1I

now 1I lay me down to sleep

and she said

and mama

ida she knows how to say her prayers

dont need that so evidently 1I had learned to pray at a very
my dad was the most christlike person 1I have ever known

dont think

he ever came into conflict with one of his children

before we were married or after we were married

but he was not very

active in the church except for his younger years in his later years he
managed the creamery and the barbershop

he

would get up at four in the

morning chum the butter and when he would get through with that he would

barber sometimes til 200 in the morning

mary believes that the moral standards she grew up with influenced the
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attitudes she has toward television now
1I

didnt like anything that wasnt up lifting or that wasnt morally clean or

anything like that 1I grew up with those attitudes my mother never allowed
even slang she couldnt stand slang she couldnt stand to hear a dirty joke or
allusion to anything that was sexual you know those things 1I learned were

very very sacred and so swearing was never allowed in our home none of
us grew up with swearing

mary doesnt remember her parents saying anything bad about other media
such as the radio in fact her father bought the first radio in their town

her own

children never knew television until after most of them were married when television
did come about her mother liked soap operas but her father never had time to watch

television and emphasized doing other things

mary chooses to socially interact primarily with her husband and her grown
children who are all daughters she talks about interpretive strategies in terms of how
1

she and her husband view television using the word we as opposed to I
als do
of the other traditionals
Tradition

as most

we are pretty much agreed on what we like together

except the sports he enjoys the sports and 1I dont we dont like the modem music
the rock and roll music or whatever you want to call it and we

are immoral or risque we dont like that type of thing
she and her daughters have the same values for television

dont like shows that

she also emphasized that

all of my daughters

pretty well agree on the things that we like we like the cultured things the good
things

mary like most traditionals
als feels her standards are pretty well grounded
Tradition
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narratives independents
jean
biography

jean was primarily raised in idaho she is 64 years old married with four
children she was first married civilly and then in the LDS temple she is currently
time homemaker she has six years of college
unemployed and works as a full
fulltime

education

her husband earns

between

30000 and 49999 a year

summ
summary

when jean was growing up there was no television but when it did come
after she was married

she was excited about it like everyone else

jeans father did

not belong to any religious denomination when she was young and her mother was
not an active member of the LDS church but her parents did have definite standards
and values these standards and values she said influence her standards today

however she has also distanced herself from her parents standards and replaced
them with her own

and as 1I have matured my own standards and values have

grown and developed and perhaps replaced theirs but theirs were the foundation upon
which mine began

jean was baptized into the LDS church at the age of 16

jean adamantly said that her husband does not control what is watched on
television both she and her husband enjoy television but have different programs
they like to watch jean enjoys television because

its

relaxing

by and large 1I enjoy

television

jeans children who are grown have different
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views on television which

doesnt seem to bother her when her children were growing up jean set standards
for them as she saw the negative side of television evolve she said she found that

after having television in her home for awhile she began to see some programs that
she did not want to have her children watch jean doesnt mention the influence of

church leaders on this decision
jean and her husband never really predefined
pre defined their standards for television
als their standards just seemed to evolve
viewing like traditionals
Tradition

things came along you began to think

oh well maybe

it was kind of as

maybe not

for jean

and her husband television is a natural part of a childs world and should be accepted
as such she said

television oh

its a part of the world

and 1I think children have to be

acquainted with it because they are going to grow up in this world 1I think
there are people who protect their children from television and protect them
from any kind of bad literature and protect them from anything else out there
in the world and children grow up and my goodness

its a rough

world out

there 1I think children have to be taught how to evaluate right from the time
they start growing up and that doesnt mean 1I think they should be allowed to

watch anything that comes over TV

1I

think they are just much better

prepared to live in this world if they have learned how to evaluate things

she said she believes that her husband feels the same way she does in this regard
jean also highly approves of the fact that television today presents shows that
no longer show men and women sleeping in different beds
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1I

fully approve of the fact that we are no longer in the era of movie making

and television programs where husband and wife sleep in separate beds we
saw an old movie the other day where husband and wife were in separate beds

and 1I am well aware that thats not very accurate
they did that but 1I am glad were past that

to

its

a lie on 1I

love lucy

me theres a middle ground

somewhere where we can be less inhibited about these natural things but we

dont have

to dwell on the grosser side of life

jeans friends have different opinions

which doesnt bother her

1

I have talked

about television to a number of people a number of my friends 1I dont always have
the same opinion as they do on things but thats true in any case

jean recognizes

that many of her friends also see the benefits of television such as the fact that one
can stay inside a nice warm house and watch sporting events when it is cold outside

jean said she has her opinions about television and she stands by them shes willing
to listen to other people but she will not argue about things

shell just change the

subject

jean remembers once going to relief society and hearing a lesson on the
effects of the media she said that the point of view of the lesson depends entirely on
how the lesson is presented and the teacher and how they handle it
that 1I heard the lesson it was given in our ward here

the

the

last time

sister who gave it was very

positive in that she concentrated on the many good things about television that we
benefit from and then some of the more negative aspects came up but she didnt
really dwell on that she just kind of suggested that we use certain values and
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jean said she believes that many people get on a hobby horse sort of

standards

thing and pooh
pooh and bah
poohpooh
bah everything that comes over television
bahbah

1II think they
1

disagrees

and she

miss a lot if they take that attitude you will throw the baby

out with the bath water if youre not careful

jean has a theater background and

frequently watches television to evaluate it for its theatrical content

jill
jlii
jm
biography

jill was primarily raised in utah she is 64 years old married with three
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a fulltime
full time homemaker she has five years of college education

her husband earns

50000 or more a year
summ
summary

jill didnt have television when she was growing up but when she did get it
she thoroughly enjoyed watching

her parents did have some set standards for

television viewing jill was the third child in her family growing up and never felt
like she was accepted because she wasnt a son she also felt alienated from the rest

of her family for other reasons
1I

always got compared scholastically to these older siblings because 1I had the

same teachers and they were unthoughtful comparisons to my detriment 1I was

a very sensitive child to what people said about me so 1I guess 1I grew up with
an idea that hey you know 1I always felt 1I wasnt as bright or good looking

this or that 1I had a sister who was a knockout
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but anyway 1I grew up

with negative feelings

even though jill felt alienated she acknowledge that a lot of wisdom made her
independent from her mother and her father she did her own thing

she

attributes her sense of independence to the people in her cultural background
who were non demonstrative people in their
norwegian swedish and danish
danishwho

affection

jills

family has a history of separation from the religious institution of the

LDS church

we have a history of not excommunication but breaking away this

was my

mothers grandmother and grandfather because of the united order where the
bishops and stuff down there did not handle it correctly

were very

independent people my side of the family is hardworking independent you
know mama joined the presbyterian church down there and so because of it
my mother never really baptized until she married dad she never learned the

doctrine she always had this concept of god as being a spirit you know this
concept that catholic break off churches have she never read the book of

mormon in fact 1I dont think there was even one in our family and so 1I
grew up not knowing and so 1I did some praying about it but they never
stopped us in fact they had all of us baptized in the LDS church

and then

there was just in my estimation no way any other church could be the true
church

today jills husband tries very hard to influence her television viewing habits
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but he doesnt generally succeed except to make her feel guilty she said
1I

guess

im too independent again im

m mild but
too headstrong 1Iim

im

headstrong if he wants to watch theres certain programs that he likes that
are more masculine shoot em up

although

jills

husband can make her feel guilty about television she stands up to

him
1I

tell him

honey my job is in here and yours is out there or other places it

just gets awful boring doing the same thing day in and day out 1I say why

dont

radiot
radlo
radio
you get me a gadiot

im sure

that 1I would get along with a radio why

not go back to radio

jill believes that her daughter has similar attitudes toward television but when
asked her daughter adamantly said she does not jill said she really doesnt talk about

television at all but her daughter said that she frequently does

although jill watches a lot of television she feels that television should offer
more high class programming or use it more as a teaching tool
the lowest common denominator

because it goes to

she also feels that television does not accurately

represent society

im deciding

that television influences people a lot more than we realize as far

as morals when you view it so much you begin to think that this is the natural
way

we have a lot of violent crime

in america but 1I

dont think its as bad

as what they try to dish out on television to us but 1I do think it influences

people a lot
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she likes educational programming but is very fussy about watching shows
that

arent realistic for example

she

wont watch ER because shes asked some of

her friends in nursing if its realistic and they said

its

not true to life jill also

criticizes the way commercials do not represent reality

jill said she has standards for television and adamantly believes that religion
or the lack of it influences ones attitudes toward television she attributes moral
decline to the square box

its catching

she said

its catching

jill said shes a home
oriented women and associates a lot with her grand kids
homeoriented

she doesnt have a lot of friends outside of her family and the friends she does have
are church friends

carol
biography

carol was primarily raised in utah she is 27 years old and has never been
married she is currently employed as a flight attendant she has two years of college
education she earns from 20000 to 29999 a year

summary
sum

when carol was growing up her mother used television as a baby sitter

we didnt really have a TV

to start out with so we were kind of very

creative very active 1I think my mother always encouraged us to do a lot of

different things she always had books there for us to read my brothers were
involved in scouting so we were always encouraged to do things my parents
were gone quite a bit 1I was old enough to baby sit so 1I would baby sit and
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we would basically tear the house apart you know hide and seek clean house
and different things

we werent allowed to have friends over while my

parents were gone but we could play among ourselves so we would bake
cookies or whatever when TV came along it was
we would just kind of sit in
waswe

front of the TV and watch we stopped doing a lot of things

and

so mom

would come home and she would have a fit because we hadnt done anything

we were just glued to the TV

carols mother

its used as a baby sitter

seemed to be the primary enforcer of television standards in her home

when she was little when she got older and her mother had more kids her mother

just got titireder
reder and television basically became a free for all
to watch

said carol

it

you could get away with

what you wanted

carols father loved sports and

really didnt give her a choice as to what she could watch

in their personalities carols parents are quiet but incredibly talented people

she did a lot of crafts with her mother both of carols parents were members of the
LDS church and institutionally religious although they were not typical LDS

carol was never forced to go to church she said that her parents

parents

encouraged a sense of religious independence
1I

wouldnt classify them as typical LDS parents because 1I think that LDS

parents typically have too many expectations for their children and expect them
to do everything perfect and right my parents 1I think taught us correct

principles and then let us choose for ourselves one thing that 1I would say is
that they always let us make our own decisions and then they would stand
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behind us no matter what 1I think if any of us would have strayed from the
path they never would have stopped loving us they were always there no

matter what we did they always supported us and always encouraged us no
matter what we chose to do what ever we had an interest in

carol doesnt believe that religion in her home growing up affected her attitudes
toward television she does believe however that her parents maybe shouldnt have
let her watch so much television

today carol has shows she enjoys watching but she doesnt have standards
for what she watches she believes this is similar to the way she was raised she
watches television when she gets up while shes getting dressed and before she goes
to bed to relax

like jill carol

watches a lot of television but talks about

extreme negative effects carol believes that television is a plug in drug

its

not

because LDS church leaders say it is but because she sees how society itself has
gone down quite a bit because people tend to come home and turn the TV on
instead of reading a book or learning or socializing

more how

ive

so

she said

seen society and why 1I think society is the way it is

its probably
she recently

watched a show that made her realize how the movies today reflect gloom and

doom

which she said

isnt really

how the world is today

carol said she talks to her friends about television but not her family she
and her friends mainly talk about television to find out whats going on

doesnt believe they influence her she said

it was more of a mutual we liked the

same shows and so we discussed them along those lines
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so she

one of her friends

however converted her to watching more educational programs

he

used to call the

things she watched garbage

even though carol watches a lot of television and talks about it with her
friends she said that television is not really a big part of her life in that she doesnt
live to go watch a show

carol said she pretty much has her own opinion about TV

and talking to someone will not change her views

hana
biography
bloe
wh
isi
iti
is 50 years old married with
hana was primarily raised in california she iss

eight children she is currently unemployed and works as a full
time homemaker she
fulltime
has two years of college education

her husband earns from 20000

to 29999 a

year

summary
summ

hanas father

was a nightclub entertainer from mexico which has influenced

born
her love for entertainment her father and mother divorced right after she was bom
so she never really lived with her father she was raised catholic until the fourth

grade her mother was married three times she thinks her father was married six
times she said she learned from her parents what she wanted to be and what she

didnt want to be and how

she wanted to raise her family she had a happy childhood

but she didnt want divorce she found out about the LDS church in a little theater in

santa monica california catholicism said hana taught her about the savior and
when she heard about the LDS church she said it just made perfect sense hana feels
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a sense of independence in the way she defines being active in the LDS church

the

trick here is active members of the church

the

more

im in

the church

the more 1I realize active means a whole lot of different things to different

people what people will allow in their homes and what they feel

but it

doesnt make them any less active members of the church it just makes them
have different opinions

hanas parents

never talked about television as she was growing up

there

was nothing to complain about on television then everything was good and pure
and you know you had to be in separate beds

you had the one foot rule you

had to keep one foot on the floor at all times

it became the cinderella syndrome

and harriet nelson and all these people that nobody really was in real life but we

it was so unrealistic

would all like to be especially as mothers

hana like jean has a background in theater and uses television extensively to
keep abreast of whats going on in the industry lately since shes moved to utah

where it snows shes tried to curtail the television viewing of her children she talks
about television viewing standards in the home in terms of setting them with her
I not watching television on sunday is unrealistic
husband using we instead of T
1

said hana so she and her husband have the standard that on sunday everyone must

read one article in a church magazine before they watch television

their children watch religious programs on sunday anymore
the

ten commandments hana

also has the standard that she

they dont make

everyone got tired of

wont let her children

watch pornographic violent or scary movies and anyone who watches MTV has to
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no one

pay 5000
50.00
5000

although hana and her husband have

has ever been caught

standards for television she doesnt go down to check up on her children late at
night

hana and her husband will also watch shows that some people might consider
borderline with their children and then talk about went wrong in the show you can
learn as much from the bad as you can from all good disney fun and light stuff
said hana she and her family all like television and they all watch it she doesnt
feel television will ruin her childrens lives hana and her husband

pre define
didnt predefine

their standards for television viewing they just evolved

most of hanas friends are involved in theater so they talk about television in
terms of the acting etc hana said she doesnt know anyone who has thrown
television out of her house and as far as she knows everyone watches television

most of her friends have attitudes similar to hers she doesnt believe that her religion
has influenced her attitudes toward television she does however listen to

relief

society lessons and conservative LDS members

no

1I

dont think

is when 1I hear the

so

the only

attitudes of mine that have changed or wavered

relief society lessons on about how bad television

is and

then 1I try and curtail or 1I try and watch you know take more care but 1I
watch so much for people acting actors and actresses and were all kind of

movie buffs

hana believes said when she talks to very conservative members of the church she
tries and listens with an open mind so it will help her not be so liberal
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ive just

got to watch
watch

keep control over what 1I watch and certainly what my children

hana quoted brigham young a prominent early LDS church leader who

said that one can learn
leam from the presentation of evil as much from good

see endnote
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narratives contextuals
melonie

biography
melonie was primarily raised in california she is 34 years old married with
no children she was first married civilly and then later married in the LDS temple

she is currently a renowned musician and music teacher she has had six years of
college education she and her husband together earn 50000 or more a year

her

husband is also a renowned musician

sum
summary

of her

family life growing up melonie said it was by some standards strict

her mother always made her practice the piano

and the violin

her brother

had to

practice the trumpet melonies mother emphasized education as being really
important

and by education she did not mean TV

said melonie
television to
melonietelevision

melonies mother was like candy to the mind and you werent very educated if you
watched television on the other hand because melonies father was a television

repair man for 25 years they had nine televisions that they were not allowed to
watch except for on sunday nights for socializing

melonies father didnt have the

negative feeling about television that she felt from her mother
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probably because he was involved with it every day from him was the
example that it was not a big deal you could have it on but for us
somehow growing up we werent allowed to do it and so maybe it was a

double standard but somehow we grew up with the feeling that it wasnt
good for children to watch a lot of it but when youre adult like my dad it
was okay to do

she feels that her mothers attitude toward television really influenced her
attitudes toward television because shes now more aware of the effects of television

she also spent many more hours with the piano which made her a successful
musician melonie doesnt really know if she has standards for television viewing
now she does have similar tastes to her father

year old
melonies family joined the LDS church together after her twelve yearold

brother came home sat the family down and told them that he wanted them to be

mormon melonie said her mother had the hardest conversion because she was
buddhist and religion for her was more of an attitude about religion rather than
strict things you had to do

when the family became converted however her mother

jumped into being a mormon mother and the family embraced religion whole
heartedly she feels that this affected their TV experience because the LDS church
has a pioneer heritage that believes in the work ethic and TV was a lazy persons
thing to do

it was not then the educational tool that melonie thinks it is now

melonie sees television as having the potential to be very educational

its an instrument in the world that has actually
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cut down on prejudices of

people because suddenly you see other cultures and realize that those are
normal for them

so that you

dont have a sense of isolation

1I

think

its

broadening to society

melonies husband has a big influence in her life because she will have a
tendency to get hooked into something trashy where he wont melonie believes
that it would be very hard to limit television viewing for children she disagrees with
the locks she sees on television she herself enjoys the convenience of television
and
md uses it for videos and social interaction with her friends one friend she said got

her started watching a particular program and they watched it for a year talking back
and
ind forth about what was happening in the program another one of her friends she

trusts spiritually to make recommendations for TV viewing she also has a friend
who is not a member of the LDS church whom she trusts to make recommendations
for a television program

melonie laughed as said that the LDS church tries to impose standards on her
for television viewing she basically agrees with them but she will see an R rated

movie because she trusts herself to know the line of negativity

joyce
biography

joyce was primarily raised in idaho she 56 years old married with 7
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has five years of college education she did not
fulltime

disclose her household earnings
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summary
summ
6
philo
T farnsworth who she said
joyces mother went to school with

invented televisionthe
television the first television she had was after her high school graduation

she loved mysteries then as she does now and she would build her life around trying
to find time for the shows she liked when she was growing up she used to invite
tier
ller
iler
her friends over not to watch TV but to watch her father watch TV
1I

do remember that 1I used to invite my friends to come over on friday nights

because the fights were on and they would come over and we would watch
my father

we wouldnt watch TV wed watch

because he was so fun

he

my father watch the TV

would get so involved

brayed it for a few years and her parents liked a variety of
joyce and her family TV trayed

shows she remembered

mother more than father would get upset with inappro-

priate TV things that she thought shouldnt be coming into the home
matches that role now and will even say to her husband

she said she

Is this the kind of thing a

priesthood holder should be watching

joyces parents were very good people very gentle people her mother was
always active as a drama teacher so joyce grew up in the theater
theater major in college her parents were always very supportive
very responsible

and hard working

and she was a

her father

was

but he lost everything in the depression

they had a sheep ranch at that time religion growing up was very important in
joyces family although her father often had to work
it was very important

on sundays

my fathers drugstore was open sunday afternoons
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and he worked and 1I worked from the time 1I was 12 or 13 in the drugstore
frequently on sundaysnever
sundays never interfered with choir practice if 1I had it never

interfered with anything else churchwise
church wise but that was just sort of a separate

part but the church was important my father was always active so was my
mother very active in the church

joyce believes that religion influenced her attitudes toward television
joyce now has a family of five boys and one girl her husband was a
professional television sports broadcaster

he is

was a broadcaster

he took his bachelors

and masters in radio and TV

and worked in the profession for a few years did some live TV some news
things of this nature and then was drawn into education did some teaching

here at the university but then moved into continuing education and that was
his emphasis and spent 30 more years as an administrator until he was retired

so hell well talk about something hes seen something we like or there are
certain things he likes 1I do like the ability to tape

the

VCR is a wonderful

thing

her husband controls the remote control but he just flips the channels back
and forth and which she said drives her bananas

because you never find out

who died or what happened today joyce keeps television on just for background

noise

her feelings for television however are ambivalent

she likes television

and there are things on television that she likes a great deal but she whispers

my

husband watches too much TV and 1I find that irritates 1I go into the other room and
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read

joyce believes that television is a passive media

but her kids are so

involved in sports that thats why theyre drawn into it she also said she thinks
television can too easily dominate family life and she doesnt like that she feels

there is a lot of questionable television and that the stations need to take
responsibility for what is being shown she said she wishes her family could limit it
to one hour a day but she said

its not a practical

thing in this family

1I

dont

have that kind of control

joyce adamantly stated that no one influences her attitude toward television
because 1I pretty much have my own feeling about what 1I watch and what 1I like and
what 1I

dont like joyce

will watch shows that have been recommended by others

even her children she and her husband discuss things about television while they are

watching

he influences what

is watched in the family but they have multiple sets so

if she doesnt like what hes watching shell go somewhere else
joyce doesnt like to sit and watch television very often because shes usually
in the kitchen sewing joyce said her children have a very bad habit of having it on

while they study

she said she tries hard but with the older ones she doesnt seem

to have any control

maybe

im a defeatist

she said joyce uses television as an

educational tool with her daughter to talk about sexual relationships and other things
that are difficult to bring up

most of what she sees on television is against what

she believes but it does open an avenue for discussion

in law is
daughterinlaw
joyces daughter

more controlling then she ever was with the television she said
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joyce said she wouldnt say she never sees an R rated movie she saw one
movie that her 13 year old daughter will never let her forget she doesnt really have
set standards now other than shell change the channel if there are things that are

sexually inappropriate there is a lot of garbage on TV that is not welcome in my
home and

ill change channels

sitandards
sitan
standards
dards

the standards just evolved

said joyce she and her husband never discussed

jeanette

biography

jeanette was primarily raised in arizona she is 35 years old married with 5
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
full time homemaker she has a high school education
as
is a fulltime

her husband earns from

30000 to 49999 a year
summary
summ

jeanette grew up in a home where her father left when she was nine and her
mother because she was bedridden and ill watched extensive television to ease her
bunnest
fun nest childhood of any child she ever
pain jeanette she said that she had the funnest

knew

her mother

was really loving and kind and strong

her mother influenced her

attitudes toward television she said because they did watch a lot of television
mother had standards for television in that she wouldnt let her watch anything
objectionable
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her

jeanette feels that society has changed now and television which reflects
society has also changed for the worse making it necessary to impose more
standards jeanette said she hates television but she

cant live without it

when we were in chile we didnt have you know a TV for a year and a
half and it was wonderful 1I never missed it at all and so when we moved
back 1I thought
six months we

were just not going

to have one

and so for about maybe

didnt have one but then we ended up getting one just

so the

kids could watch you know sesame street or videos or things like that and
then you just get back into the habit of watching it again but 1I hate it 1I really
wished 1I had the strength to just throw it out

jeanettes husband also hates television and hardly watches it he probably influences
her the most in her attitudes toward television she said

her standards
after 500

pm

now are that her children

cant watch very much television and

the television goes off she and her husband never really talked about

standards their standards just evolved jeanette gets the feeling that some of her
friends think she is a fuddy duddy

because her standards for television are stricter

than hers

summary of the discovered social interaction Patterns

7

als
traditionals
Tradition

general styles of talk
als discuss television with other communities in terms of what is
traditionals
Tradition

appropriate and what is not appropriate on television they generally talk with others
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for example mary

about the negative side of television

said

my standards are

pretty well grounded and if 1I mention something it would be in a negative way to the
modem television entertainment

heather said she talks to her best friend about

how bad TV is

styles of religious talk
als talk about television in terms of religion and standards most of
traditionals
Tradition

their conversations about television involve these issues they mention often that they
listen to church leaderss recommendations for watching television but unlike

contextuals they do not mention relying on spiritual friends to help them make their
decisions about television viewing unlike independents they do not mention relying
on personal evaluations of what television does to society in order to help them make

their decisions for television viewing
1

do interpretive community members

social interaction with other communities

inre

ting television
influence their strategies for interpreting

als although they may marry a member of another interpretive
traditionals
Tradition

community will choose to socially interact with members of their own interpretive
als interpretive strategies are influenced by their social
community traditionals
Tradition

interaction with members of other communities if these individuals are members of

their own interpretive communities they find that members of their own interpretive
communities reaffirm their interpretive strategies margaret said

1

I think 1I pretty

much have my own opinions obviously the ones who agree with me would reinforce
my feelings

if a spouse or a child does not have their same interpretive strategies
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they are not at all influenced

for example heather

said that her husband doesnt

influence her attitude because hell watch anything thats put on

the conversations of members

of the traditional interpretive community

reflect that they resolve conflict in their homes by discussion and discipline they
may listen to a child regarding a particular program but will then screen the program

and discuss with the child the negative aspects of the program

they encounter little

conflict outside of their home with members of other interpretive communities
because they choose to socially interact with their own interpretive communities
als resolve conflict with spouses by making small behavioral compromises
traditionals
Tradition
while continuing to try and exert their persuasions

for example margaret will

slip in

and sit next to her husband while he is watching television to be close to him but she

continues to voice her opinions in the home about the negative effects of television
2

do members of the

ap e in social interactions with
engage
same interpretive community ene

gigs
strategies
other communities that produce similar strate

traditionals engage

in social interaction with members of the same

interpretive community that reaffirm their interpretive strategies when they engage in
social interaction with members of other interpretive communities relative to

interpretive strategies for television they try to influence others to adopt their

interpretive strategies margaret has a mother who was widowed and was alone for
twenty six years during which time her mother made television her social
twentysix

interaction so that she watched several shows regularly

margaret said

she would

read about the stars that play on them she was living her life in my opinion
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vicariously through the television 1I would say to her

you know are you sure do

this when she came to visit 1I would try to say
you have to watch chist
thist
time
things you would like to do with your timet

the

are there other

and she was quite defensive about it

influence of associations

most traditionals
als say un
unequivocally
equivocally that the people they socially interact with
Tradition
do not influence their attitudes toward television mary said
my
ny ways about what 1I like and what 1I
j

dont like anne said

adamant in what my views are one way or the other
ithe
the

im pretty

well set in

im pretty

much

als believe they have
traditionals
Tradition

power to influence those they socially interact with in regards to interpretive

strategies for television more than they are influenced
her sister mary said

1

of her

social interaction with

I think mine my attitude toward television influences her

more than hers influences me

als feel a sense of responsibility to influence
traditionals
Tradition

the interpretive strategies of those they socially interact with

the

influence of talk and conversations

als say that most of the people they choose to socially interact with
traditionals
Tradition
als do
talk about television the same way they talk about television although traditionals
Tradition

not believe that conversations with others influences their attitudes toward television
wili
will ask the advice of others on how to better maintain their strategies for
they wiil

interpreting television such as controlling and monitoring television viewing

they

will ask others how they can maintain high standards for television viewing for their
families

for example susan

about television

do

said

well sometimes 1I just say what do you do

you let them watch television on school nights
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just getting

other peoples input and then talking to my husband and saying
familyt
do with our family
familet

has helped

what do we want to

it has helped to get other peoples viewpoints on it

see what they were doing whats working for their families it gives you an idea if it

will work for your own
als are influenced at all through conversations it would only be
if traditionals
Tradition

in

that conversations with members of their interpretive communities reaffirm their

interpretive strategies they may watch a show on the recommendation of someone
they trust heather said that no one influences her interpretive strategies for

television
said

1

this

except that maybe if somebody says

is a good show

then she

I might keep it in mind but 1I reserve the right to judge that myself just

because they say it doesnt mean it is a good show

or

good for my family you can

have different standards
als believe that more than their conversations with others they are
traditionals
Tradition

influenced by listening to LDS church leaders and authorities in the community and
reading conservative newsletters anne said she is influenced by the church leaders

margaret said

the

1

I think more than my conversations it would be the things that 1I read

things that 1I read about raising children

the

things that 1I read about christian

values in your home and your community would have much more impact on me than
conversations with my friends

for example

1I

read reviews and subscribe to some

conservative newsletters and so on and so 1I have some very negative views toward
NYPD and

ive never watched

it so 1I

cant tell from first hand experience that its
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bad 1I just know the things 1I have read about it are very negative and made me not
want to watch it
als who do not share the same interpretive strategies with their
traditionals
Tradition

spouses will try to influence their spouse through conversation to adopt their own
strategies for interpreting television and adopt these for their children

they will

usually make a compromise if they feel they cannot get their spouse to adopt their

interpretive strategies but they will continue to try to persuade him susan said one

of her children recommended a show that had good values and so she decided to
watch it and found it opened up a whole new entertainment to her

the

influence of standards

als
traditionals
Tradition

are very concerned about standards for their children and others

and this seems to be the main focus of their conversations with anyone whether it be
with friends or extended and immediate family members susan said she talks with

her friends about how she can maintain standards for television viewing in her home
she talks to her husband and her parents about the kinds of shows she should let her

children watch and she talks with her children about their standards for television
als usually set up standards for their children that have to do with
viewing traditionals
Tradition

controlling the viewing of programs that have nudity sex violence bad language
stupidity and anything that they think might be immoral they also set up standards

that reflect traditional work ethics as in work before play

and include limits for

when television can be watched like no television on week nights etc heather said

that she and her husband feel that television can interrupt relationships so they have
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the standard that television goes off when company comes over even when

grandparents come over
als will more frequently talk about standards for television
traditionals
Tradition

viewing with their children than either contextuals or independents susan said if her

children want to watch a show they are not sure of she and her husband will sit down
and watch it with them then they will point out their own standards for television
viewing

the

influence of use

als parents
there are some parallels between the way traditionals
Tradition

used television

with their families in their home and the way traditionals
als use television today
Tradition
use however does not necessarily reflect a value system

rated movies

interaction

this

such as not watching up
R

but rather reflects how and when television is used in social

for example susan

and her father watched westerns while eating a bowl

of ice cream as a means of social recreation and relaxation when she was growing up

her mother never

had the time for television because she was busy

like susan said

she is today today susan watches television with her children as a means of

recreation and relaxation while she is doing other things like latch stitching she

pral
prairie with her family while they are
especially enjoys watching little house on the prai
eating dinner and doing the dinner dishes

the

influence of control

als believe that children do not have the capability to
in general traditionals
Tradition

make their own judgements
judge ments on television and are easily influenced by social
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interaction with others

this belief is reflected

in traditionals
als standards for
Tradition

monitoring television for children
3

do members from different interpretive communities engage

in social interactions

with other communities that produce dissimilar strategies
als do not choose to socially interact with friends
because in general traditionals
Tradition

who are members of different interpretive communities they are not as influenced to

develop interpretive strategies different than theyre own strategies because of this it
is perhaps likely that a traditional will not change interpretive communities but

continue to remain within the same interpretive community
als may marry individuals who have different interpretive strategies
traditionals
Tradition
and as a result will have children who may also choose different interpretive

strategies although these family members may express their different interpretive
als will not completely change their own interpretive strategies
strategies traditionals
Tradition

but they will instead make compromises that emphasize family unity
als tend to develop their personal strategies for television viewing
traditionals
Tradition

early in life breaking away from their parents and siblings in terms of their personal
strategies for television viewing heather said

1II can remember
1

my mom talking

about how my brother would come home from kindergarten and he really liked the

game
daning
dating
datin

this

game
and he and my
liked
dating
old
the
really
year
little five
fiveyearold

game
seems
which
just
together
dating
mom would sit and have lunch and watch the daning
datin
really funny to me

heather said she remembers her grandmother watching soap

operas religiously and wondered what she saw in them
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4

are there other elements

pies
ples
that influence interpretive community members strate
strategies
eles

for interpreting television
als seem to be influenced by a deep sense of personal value and
traditionals
Tradition

people who have their same interpretive strategies whether those people are part of
their family or authorities in the community they choose to associate with members

of the LDS church and believe that religion definitely has an influence on their
interpretive strategies for television although mary did not grow up with television
she believes that her religious background definitely had an influence on her

attitudes toward television she said

1II didnt like anything that wasnt uplifting or
1

that wasnt morally clean

comma
community
authorities in the commu
als in general are influenced more by what
As mentioned above traditionals
Tradition

authorities in the community and the LDS church have to say about strategies for
interpreting television then their social interaction with family and friends

personal value systems
als
traditionals
Tradition
system

the

base their interpretive strategies on a strong personal value

als may rely on the influence of
present study shows that while traditionals
Tradition

LDS church leaders to set their interpretive strategies they will also go beyond the
als whether
recommendations of church leaders to set additional standards traditionals
Tradition

they were raised with those who have their same interpretive strategies for television

viewing or not will incorporate a deep personal value system at a very young age
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heather who finds that shes in between her parents in her interpretive strategies
for television developed her personal interpretive strategies in her early teens

times have changed with television
als believe that standards for television viewing were not necessary
traditionals
Tradition

when they were growing up because television was not as suggestive then as it is
today

they feel that current television programming requires additional standards

margaret said about setting standards for her family

well you have to realize that

five years ago there were not that many choices
forty
years or thirty
thirtyfive
fortyyears

the things

that

were on television thirty years ago were somewhat innocent and went along with the
value system we believed anyway where 1I believe thats very different now

religious associations
100

als listed on the prequalifying
pre
of Tradition
traditionals
qualifying survey only active members

of the LDS church as those with whom they closely associate
independents

general styles of talk
independents talk about television with others as if television were a part of
the world

als talk about television with others in terms of how
whereas traditionals
Tradition

bad TV is

independents tend to talk about television more in terms of either

enjoyment or objective evaluation although a contextual will say they can become
hooked on a program an independent will say they will not become hooked on a
show

they talk about their program selection more
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in terms of conscious decisions

als and contextuals use words and phrases like talk about and discuss
traditionals
Tradition

and independents use words and phrases like rehash and watch a ton of movies

styles
savles of religious talk
stvles
als and contextuals do not say that they listen
independents unlike traditionals
Tradition

to church leaders in making decisions about interpretive strategies for television

their religious talk about

television has to do with making personal evaluations on

what they see television doing to society although a traditional or contextual might
mention that they see television has a negative effect on their children they also
mention that they listen to church leaders for guidance independents on the other
ali as a part of their interpretive
ail
all
hand do not mention modem church leaders at alias
allas

processes
1

unAy
community
do interpretive comm

members social interaction with other communities

influence their strategies for interpreting television
independents say they are not influenced by their social interaction with other
communities jill said
headstrong

well no 1I guess

im mild but im headstrong

im too independent

again

im too

like contextuals independents will

choose to socially interact with those who have different interpretive strategies but
not to the degree that contextuals choose to socially interact with those who have

different interpretive strategies independents may allow their interpretive strategies to
als whether these individuals
be influenced by the interpretive strategies of traditionals
Tradition

are close family members or others hana said

the only

attitudes of mine that have

changed or wavered is when 1I hear the relief society lessons on about how bad
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television is and then 1I try and curtail or 1I try and watch you know take more care

when

talk to very conservative members of the church 1I try and listen with an

1I

open mind so it will help me not be so liberal and

ive just got

to

keep control

over what 1I watch and certainly what my children watch
2

do members of the

ap e in social interactions with
same interpretive community ene
engage

other communities that produce similar strategies
independents primarily choose to socially interact with members of their own

interpretive communities more than with members of other interpretive communities

this social interaction reinforces their

own interpretive strategies hana said

1

I

dont

know any friends who have thrown away their TV everyone 1I know watches TV

independents will not try and impose their own interpretive strategies on others

the

influence of associations

als and less than contextuals choose to
independents more than traditionals
Tradition

socially interact with those who do not have their same interpretive strategies most

independents feel they are not influenced by the opinions of others contrary to

contextuals who say they are influenced by what others say about television
independents say they just tend to like the same television shows

the influence of talk and

conversations

most independents say they dont talk with others about television those who
say they do say they talk a lot about television most of independents just talk about

television in terms of the facts jennifer said that she doesnt speak about television
an awful lot

but when she discusses television with her husband they discuss
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tv

carol and her friends will watch a sitcom or a soap opera and

mainly just facts

talk about whats happening

she said

we have to find out what is going on

carol also said that when she talked with her friend about television it had more to do
with the fact they have a mutual liking for the same programs
really influenced me it was more of a mutual

1

dont think she

I

we like the same shows and

so we

discussed them along those lines

more than conversations with other independents draw conclusions about
television relative to whats happening in society carol said

people

like if 1I

see people justthey
just they

ive

seen it affect

dont really develop the creative side of the

brain they let someone else tell them what it is instead of thinking

what about

this so its probably more how ive seen society and why 1I think society is the way
chist
thist
it is

als believe that most of the people they talk with
independents like traditionals
Tradition

about television have their same interpretive strategies whereas contextuals may say

some do some dont

independents less than contextuals and traditionajs
ais use
als
traditionals
Tradition

conversations with others to guide them in selecting what they feel is good
programming

this

is perhaps because contextuals interpret television according to

the situation and that independents base their personal identity on a sense of

independence and individualism

this

could also be influenced by education factors

independents have more education than contextuals and contextuals have more
als in the present study
education than traditionals
Tradition
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the

influence of standards

independents standards for television sometimes have to do with just
watching programs they like carol said

an independent

certain standard there

1

I have shows 1I enjoy watching

there

is a

will watch a program on the recommendation

of someone else but will not feel it is necessary to preview programs for their
children they believe like jean that if children see a show that has values contrary
to the values of their parents children have something upon which to base their
ideas of right and wrong and good and bad
television is horrible

theres

hana agreed

1

I

dont think its

been a number of programs that some people might

consider borderline that well watch and talk about what went wrong

why did they

make those wrong choices and what were the wrong choices they made

1I

think you

can leam
learn as much from the presentation of that stuff as long as you talk about it and

understand

its bad

independents do not feel television will ruin their lives or the

als and some contextual believe about
lives of their children as most traditionals
Tradition

television hana also said

1

I think

its a wonderful

medium 1I think it can definitely

be used for good 1I dont consider it like so many people do that

its going

to ruin

your life and your childrens lives and all that kind of stuff

in general independents didnt grow up with standards for television viewing
in their home independents may or may not have standards for television viewing in

their home if they do have standards they do not find it necessary to control or
als enforce their standards most independents did not
enforce them like traditionals
Tradition
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have standards for television viewing when they were growing up and find their own
standards are similar to their parents with a few exceptions

the

influence of use

there

is some evidence that the way independents parents used television in

their home growing up influences their own use of television hana said that her
father was an entertainer and she likes to be entertained jill said that her dad liked
ila
lla
a

lot of lovey dovey stuff and this influences her when carol was young and

television came along she said she and her siblings would just kind of sit in front of
the TV and watch

she said

we stopped doing a lot of things today carol

watches television in the morning and in the evenings

the

influence of control

als believe that
As mentioned above independents contrary to traditionals
Tradition

children have the ability to evaluate television and decide its influence jean said

television oh

its part of the world and 1I think children

have to be acquainted with

it because they are going to grow up in this world 1I think there are people who

protect their children from television and protect them from any kind of bad literature
and protect them from anything else out there in the world and children grow up
and my goodness

its a rough

world out there

als express that
traditionals
whereas Tradition

they want their children to grow up with values like they did monitoring and limiting

television

independents say that their entire family enjoyed and liked watching

television together hana said she has standards for her children but she really

doesnt check up on what they watch
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31

ap e
engage
do members from different interpretive communities ene

in social interactions

strategies
with other communities that produce dissimilar strate

independents choose to socially interact more with members of the same
interpretive communities but will still socially interact with and listen to the opinions

of others particularly if others are members of the traditional interpretive
eom
rom
community
lom munity they will occasionally change their strategies to match the strategies of

members of other interpretive communities if they feel it is beneficial to them
4

are there other elements that influence interpretive community members strategies
9

helevi
televi
for interpreting television

authorities in the community
communitv
als independents do not mention that they depend on
unlike traditionals
Tradition

authorities in the community to develop their standards for television viewing in their
home it is interesting to note that whereas a traditional will understand from a relief

society church lesson that television is negative an independent will see how a lesson
brought out the positive aspects of television jean said
the lesson it was given in our ward here

the

the

last time that 1I heard

sister who gave it was very positive in

that she concentrated on the many good things about television that we benefit from
and then some of the more negative aspects came up but she didnt really dwell on

that she just kind of suggested that we use certain values and standards
als emphasize different aspects of what church leaders say
independents and traditionals
Tradition

hana said

oftentimes they my children can see the mistakes that youth or adults

or whatever make on TV and you can talk about it and thats what theater is supposed
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to do for you

at least thats what

brigham young said you know when he first

came in to the valley and started all the theaters and stuff he said

we can present

learn from it and then they
evil as long as good wins out and people can leam
to experience it

anyway

dont have

people are going to experience whatever they want to experience

8

personal value systems
independents base their evaluations of television more on what they see rather
than what others including friends family LDS church leaders and leaders in the
om munity say about television independents in the present study do not mention
community

depending on authorities in the community or modem LDS leaders for advice on
television programming jean said that she started to monitor what her children
watched after she saw some things on television that she thought wouldnt be

appropriate yet she doesnt mention listening to church leaders friends or
authorities in the community to help make her decisions jill said that while her
husband feels she shouldnt watch so much television she stands for her right to do
so carol said that although LDS church leaders admonish you to not see R rated

movies she saw two R rated movies that she felt were appropriate even the sex
and the violence in the movies she said that her standards for television viewing are

based on what she sees happening to society not on what others say about television

cheryl sees nothing wrong with television she said she was brought up in a very
honest and realistic home environment hana will occasionally listen to more
conservative members of the LDS church to help her keep an open mind about the
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negative aspects of television but she believed that television can be personally
evaluated and used as a tool for teaching her children good and bad

desire for social interaction
independents use television for social interaction either in watching with
television
televis
te
10n with friends and family carol and
friends and family or in talking about delevis
levis

her friends watch the same television programs and then talk about them hana and
her family watch television as a source of social interaction because she and her
family of ten are part of the theater business they watch television and talk about the
acting and the plots of certain television programs cheryl and her friends decide

what movies to watch exchange movies and talk about them afterward she and her
family watch a ton of shows together

according to

jills daughter jill

will often

call her daughter on the phone and recite to her the plot of a television show or tell

her about upcoming shows

times have changed with television
als and contextuals feel that television has changed for the
whereas traditionals
Tradition

negative independents see television in some ways as having changed for the
positive jean said

1

I fully approve

of the fact that we are no longer in the era of

moviemaking
movie making and television programs where husband and wife sleep in separate
beds

we

saw an old movie the other day where husband and wife were in separate

beds 1I am well aware that thats not very accurate

its

a lie

on 1I love Llucy they did

that but 1I am glad were past that to me theres a middle ground somewhere where
we can be less inhibited about these natural things but we
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dont have to dwell on the

grosser side of life

hana said before everything was good and pure and you know

you had to be in separate beds

you had the one foot rule you had to keep one

foot on the floor at all times there was nothing immoral about watching TV when 1I
was growing up it was all very moral it became the cinderella syndrome and

harriet nelson and all these people that nobody really was in real life but we would
all like to be

now

its too realistic

you see

religious associations
als socially interact with
independents more than contextuals and traditionals
Tradition

people who do not belong to the LDS church 100

als in the present
of the traditionals
Tradition

pro
prequalifying
proqualifying
study listed on their pre
qualifying survey only active members of the LDS church as

people they associate with 67

of the contextuals in the present study listed only

active members of the LDS church as people they associate with 50

of the

independents in the present study listed only active members of the LDS church as
people they associate with

contextuals

general styles
swea
swes of talk
als talk with other communities in terms
although contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

appropriate
ate and inappropriate on television they also talk with others about
of what is appropn
the shows they like to watch contextuals talk about television program selection with

references to preferences or tastes

als who talk about
as opposed to traditionals
Tradition

television program selection with references to standards

and independents who

talk about television program selection with references to objective evaluation
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styles
savles
stvles of religious talk
als talk about television in terms of religion and
contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

standards

their conversations about

television however more than traditionals
als
Tradition

reflect a an eclectic mixture of reliance on church leaders and close spiritual
friends to help them make decisions about interpretive strategies for television

contextuals unlike independents do not talk about television and standards in terms

of evaluating what television does to society
1

do interpretive community

members social interaction with other communities

influence their strategies for interpreting television

contextuals choose to socially interact with both members of their own
interpretive communities as well as members of other interpretive communities

their interpretive strategies are influenced

by members of both the traditional and

independent interpretive communities if a friend from the independent interpretive
community makes a recommendation for a television show a contextual will be more
likely than a traditional to accept that recommendation A contextual will also try
and change their interpretive strategies to match those of a close family member if
that family member is a member of the traditional interpretive community misty
said that her father and her family have had a great influence on her interpretive

strategies she said

theyll

point out some negative aspects of shows 1I realize

theyre right now so 1I gear my tastes other ways

often contextuals will use the

deals melonie said her husband has a
deais
traditional interpretive strategies of others as iideals
big influence on her she said

hes even choosier
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than me sometimes 1I could get

hooked into something kind of trashy

instead
2

hed go down

do members of the

something thats just not worth the time

and practice music

engage
same interpretive community engage
ene ap e in social interactions with

other communities that produce similar strategies

contextuals have mixed attitudes toward television and that although they
may talk about the negative aspect of television they will at the same time say they

need television as a crutch or an escape cathy said

escape you see so

1I

like it 1I hate it 1I do

its a crutch for me its my

keep trying to find something to watch

its

jeanette said

one of those things that 1I hate but you

1

I

dont

cant live without

when we were in chile we didnt have you know a TV for a year and a half and
it was wonderful 1I never missed it at all and so when we moved back 1I thought

were just not going to have one and

so for about maybe six months we

didnt

have one but then we ended up getting one just so the kids could watch sesame

street or videos or things like that and then you just get back into the habit of
watching it again but 1I hate it 1I really wished 1I had the strength to just throw it

out
als reaffirm their interpretive strategies for
contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

television viewing through social interaction with others but because their strategies
reflect a mixture of strategies from all communities including traditional and

independent views they can reaffirm their interpretive strategies through social
interaction with members of other interpretive communities even when they interact
with members of other interpretive communities the product of their social
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interaction will most likely be interpretive strategies that are similar to their own
because their interpretive strategies reflect a mixture of strategies

the

influence of associations

als say they are influenced by the social
contextuals unlike traditionals
Tradition

interaction they have with those they associate with although they do not feel the
als do to influence others to adopt their
obligation nor the responsibility that traditionals
Tradition

personal interpretive strategies for television they do feel that they have an influence
on the interpretive strategies of others misty said of her relationships with her friends
1

relative to interpretive strategies I think that weve had a lot of give and takes so that
1I

may see some things that person doesnt and vice versa

because contextuals

interpretive strategies reflect portions of the strategies of other interpretive
communities their interpretive strategies are reaffirmed by socially interacting with
members of all interpretive communities

the

influence of talk and conversations
conversation
convrrsations

contextuals do not talk about the negative aspects of television with others as
als do talk about the negative aspects of television
much as traditionals
Tradition

they

reflect an anticipation for television in their conversations melonie said

seem to

she my

so that got me hooked into
friend did get hooked into this show northern exposure
exdos
erdos

that for about a year and we would watch it and then wed talk about it you know

we just like those kind of slice of life type of situations we have similar tastes
misty said

1

I think

M
t

if you hear enough people talk about a certain program then you

start picking up on it and watching it someone told me about one program that 1I
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thought was just hilarious and funny and so 1I find myself watching every week for a
few weeks thinking 1I was going to like it and it was going to be funny

1I

think 1I

sometimes if 1I hear people talking about certain programs and what they watch

think

oh

9

1I

need to see it too it must be great 1I need to be in on this

contextuals like independents tend to believe that television can be a
it

controversial topic of conversation cathy said

if it

is a controversial sub
subject
ect a lot
i act

of times you wouldnt discuss it with non LDS people because it is just like religion
and politics

the

there

is no use arguing about something but

its interesting

influence of standards

als set up standards for themselves and their in
contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

children in terms of what is appropriate and the traditional work ethic of work

before play

they also have restricted hours for television viewing the television

goes off after five oclock etc

contextuals do not believe in complete control of

television however in setting up their standards in general contextuals although
they have standards in their home for television viewing do not enforce them as
als enforce their standards joyce said
traditionals
Tradition

of having it on while they study 1I try but

my children have a very bad habit

its hard

maybe

im a defeatist

whereas heather who is a traditional said that she has her children trained to not
even feel that going without television is a punishment contextuals discuss television
with their children about what is appropriate more than independents contextuals say

their standards evolved

define their
whereas traditionals
als say they tried to pre
predefine
Tradition

standards by talking to their husbands
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again contextuals are less likely than traditionals
als to try and influence others
Tradition
to adapt their interpretive strategies even their children

if they do talk about

television with their children they will use a television program as a window of

opportunity to discuss some subjects that may be more difficult to bring up
said

joyce

most of what you see on TV is against what 1I believe and so it opens an

avenue for discussion

the

influence of use

there

is also evidence that contextuals interpretive strategies in terms of use

are influenced by the way their parents used television in their home growing up
melonie had a mother who restricted television and a father who worked as a
television repairman

for her

she grew up with a double standard for television

which is reflected in the way she now uses television now for example she spends

hours with her music because her mother made her practice music instead of
watching television when she was growing up yet she still doesnt have the negative
feelings toward television that her mother does because shes adopted some of the
more the positive views her father had about television

the

influence of control

contextuals feel that no one has tried to impose their standards on them except
occasionally the church leaders or friends as they were growing up who did not have
als contextuals feel that
their same values more than independents and traditionals
Tradition

others have tried to impose their standards on them they will sometimes feel the
need to defend their interpretive strategies

eg
too
100
loo

by saying they use television as a

it

to others contextuals do not try to influence others to adopt their strategies

crutch

als try and influence others
of interpretation as much as traditionals
Tradition
3

do members from different interpretive communities engage
enane
anane

in social interactions

with other communities that produce
droduce dissimilar strategies

for contextuals

this is not true because their own strategies reflect a mixture

of strategies that are reaffirmed by their social interaction with all interpretive
communities
4

are there other elements

that influence interpretive community members strategies

television
televi
for interpreting helevi

comma
community
authorities in the commu
contextuals dont rely on authorities in the community or LDS church leaders
to make their decisions about television selections as much as

these individuals

negativity

for example melonie

als as rely on
traditionals
Tradition

said that she trusts herself to find the line of

joyce said that she will go to an R rated movie

personal value systems

contextuals rely on a personal value system that reflects both LDS leaders
recommendations for interpreting television and their own personal values because

their attitudes toward television are mixed socially interacting with members of other
interpretive communities does not seem to go against a contextuals personal value
system
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desire for social interaction
although traditionals
als will only use television as a means of social
Tradition
11

interaction while they are doing something else the contextuals of the present study

are more likely to use television as a sole means of social interaction cathy watches
a program with her family and then they discuss the program she said that she wants
21

her family to watch television as a family

times have changed with television
als believe that television has negatively changed
contextuals like traditionals
Tradition

with time misty said television is going down hill
lot of choices

and these days theres not a

whereas a traditional will talk about the way television has changed

with times makes it necessary for them to impose stricter standards for television

viewing a contextual will talk about how it has changed makes less programming
available for them to watch cathy said

so 1I keep trying to find something to watch

but this year is the least 1I have ever

religious associations
als and less than
in the present study contextuals more than traditionals
Tradition

independents socially interact with members outside of their LDS church 67

of

contextuals listed that as those with whom they closely associate with as being only
active members of the LDS church compared to 100
independents
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als and 50
of traditionals
Tradition

of

chapter conclusions

this chapter outlined

the patterns of social interaction that were discovered

through ethnographic and grounded theory procedures used in the present study it
built the foundation for further discussion of these patterns in chapter V
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CHAPTER V

discussion
chapter overview
19895
of
using the philosophies hofberger
berger 1967 1969 and cornwall 1987 1989
ofberger

1990
1994

and the theories of B holzner and J H marx 1979 and folger and jones
this chapter discusses in depth the patterns of social interaction outlined in

chapter IV and offers some possible explanations as to why these social interaction
patterns exist in stouts interpretive communities it then discusses in depth the
implications of these social interaction patterns as they contribute to the development

of stouts interpretive communities bearing in mind that the interpretive strategies
that define these communities must also attempt to resolve conflict between personal
views and the LDS churchs view of television while so doing it compares
independents sense of historical individualism traditionals
als historical sense of
Tradition
traditionalism and contextuals sense of historical paradoxes that surround the social
interaction that contributes to the development of these interpretive communities

this

chapter also takes the opportunity to take a look at some of the terms stout used to
describe the ways each of his interpretive communities perceive television such as the
term displacement

which refers to traditionals
als perception that television displaces
Tradition

more important things lastly it discusses why some of

stouts findings disagree with

the findings of the present study and offers explanations as to why these

disagreements exist both in terms of study design and study limitations
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possible explanations for social interaction patterns

the concept of anomy

the

question might be asked

why do independents and contextuals more

than traditionals
als expand outside of their communities and traditionals
als choose to
Tradition
Tradition
listen to only those who have their own interpretive strategies for television viewing

berger 1967 1969 said that all social worlds balance precariously between social
realities and irrealities

he

said

every socially constructed nomos must face the

constant possibility of its collapse into anomy

p 23

in the case of the present study LDS women live in a society primarily
populated by other LDS women it could be that independents and contextuals who
do not fit as completely into the social realities of the institutional community find
that they balance precariously between the social realities of their religious community
and the irrealities of their own interpretive communities such a fear of anomy or

disconnection from a social reality that so prevalently surrounds them may be one
reason why women in these interpretive communities seem to be gravitating toward
the institutional religiosity of the traditional interpretive community misty who is a
als her family often points out to her
contextual comes from a family of traditionals
Tradition

the negative aspects of the television programs she views she chooses to align her

television programming with their views and uses their interpretive strategies as an
ideal to reach melonies mother and husband have traditional interpretive strategies
and she tries to align her interpretive strategies with theirs cathy who is also a

contextual uses television as a means of escape yet she also allows herself to be
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influenced by LDS church leaders to help her make decisions about television
viewing hana who is an independent in general believes that television should be

personally evaluated and doesnt feel that television will ruin the lives of her
children however she will try and listen to conservative LDS church members to
help her evaluate her own interpretive strategies jill who is an independent

converted to the LDS church later on in her life she watches three to four hours of
television a day yet she tends to adhere to traditional LDS views on the influence of
television on society stating that the box has negatively influenced the lives of

americans
discrete and shared social realit
realities
realia

holzner and marx 1979 discussed discrete and shared social realities
the first defined as disconnected social realities the second defined as realities that

exist due to a shared construction of social realities
show that

stouts interpretive communities

the

findings of the present study

maintain discrete and shared social

als tend to maintain discrete social realities with
realities in varying degrees traditionals
Tradition

members of other interpretive communities but remain constant in sharing the
construction of the social reality of their own interpretive communities with their

interpretive community members independents tend to maintain discrete social
realities with members of other interpretive communities as well but to some degree
maintain shared realities with members of other interpretive communities contextuals

appear to maintain very few discrete social realities in comparison but maintain
extensive shared social realities with members of other interpretive communities
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susan a traditional talks with her friends about television and tries to maintain a
shared social reality with those who believe as she does about television she said
aabout
bout talking to others

it has helped to get other peoples viewpoints on it see what

they were doing whats working for their families

yet susan said she does

associate with those who have the same social reality for or her same views on
television hana while she maintains discrete social realities with members of other

interpretive communities by choosing to primarily talk with members of her own

interpretive communities about television also maintains a shared social reality with
other interpretive communities she occasionally listens to these individuals when she
feels like she needs a more conservative view on television melonie who is a

contextual maintains very few discrete social realities but extensive shared social
realities by choosing to associate with members of all interpretive communities

her

friends whom she chooses to rely on for recommendations for television have
various mores and attitudes she said

communicative competency and self actualization
E T hall 1976 discussed the fluidity or ability to move between cultural

communities as an indication of communicative competence those community
members who move more fluidly between communities may in fact have a greater

ajl
lity to communicate
ability
aJi

with others and expand their full potential stout quotes S

hall 1990 who said that a woman who takes the opportunity to become aware of the
way other women apply values in her life can actually expand her potential

this also

coincides with L G koldewyns 1993 literature review which finds that LDS
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women interpret religious symbols in order to enlarge themselves it coincides with

sipes

1993 conclusions that LDS women who are faced with conflicts between

secular and personal views speak of their conflict resolution strategies in terms of self

enlargement therefore those LDS women such as contextuals who watch
television and choose to associate with women who do not have their interpretive
strategies may in fact have the opportunity for further growth melonie and misty
who are contextuals talk about their attitudes toward television in a way that reflects
a pattern of growth in their selection of television programming melonie although
she was raised with a very strict mother who allowed no television viewing has taken

the opportunity to talk to others who have a greater tolerance level for television

after evaluation she sometimes adopts various interpretive strategies from other
interpretive communities for her own misty who started with more liberal views on
television or a social reality that perhaps reflects independent views has considered
the traditional interpretive strategies of those close to her she now incorporates these
als and independents
traditional views into her own interpretive strategies traditionals
Tradition

share social realities with those who have like views and beliefs As stout 1993
als may limit the realization for their full potential because they
suggested traditionals
Tradition

limit their social interaction to members of their own interpretive communities

although contextuals tend to exhibit more guilt than other interpretive communities
they may in fact be realizing their full potential because they are in a more constant
state of development whereas

stouts

1993 study showed that independents may be

more selfactualized
self
self actualized and selfexpressive
expressive than contextuals the present study suggests
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self actualized and self expressive than independents
that contextuals maybe more selfactualized

additional studies with larger samples might provide further insight
objective social reality versus subjective
subi tive social reality

why do some interpretive communities say that social interaction with others
does not influence their interpretive strategies while others adamantly say that they do
influence their interpretive strategies holzner and marx 1979 used the philosophies

of P L berger and T luckmann 1967 to discuss the concept of the objective and
the subjective social realities one of the primary focuses of the present study has
been to ascertain whether or not an individuals social interaction with other social

communities influences their social reality or interpretive strategies for television

the

results of the present study show that the difficulty in answering this question lies in
the difference between the objective social reality and the subjective reality the

former being a process through which circumstances to be dealt with are increasingly
removed from the domain of belief and subjectivity and located in the domain of
constructed objects and their systematic observation
269

Ho izner & marx 1979 p
holzner

the latter being the sociology of knowledge that concerns itself with what people

know as reality in their everyday lives p 85

the latter

said holzner and marx

can be more easily changed

understanding the difference between these concepts helps to add new
dimensions in understanding the nature of stouts interpretive communities because
each interpretive community deals with interpretive strategies for television viewing
based on varying definitions of social realities both objective and subjective each
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interpretive community describes how they perceive themselves in terms of the
influence they receive from others in the selection and development of their
interpretive strategies

the

social realities of traditionals
als and independents tend to be more subjective
Tradition

in that they deny they are influenced by others but their dialectics and behaviors

their subjective social reality

show they are influenced by others

is the world of

religiosity they know whether that world is institutional or personal and does not
objective
active or real social reality that is influenced by
j ective
necessarily take into account the ob
social interaction because their social realities are subjective they are more difficult
to change and tend to remain static susan a traditional chooses to only talk about

television with members of her own interpretive community so she does not take into
account the social realities of others her social reality is subjective in that it does not
takes into account the interpretive strategies of others

contextuals on the other hand tend to be more objective in that they
recognize they are influenced by others and admit they are influenced by others

their

subjective and objective social realities coincide more closely then those of
als and independents melonie who is a contextual takes into account both
traditionals
Tradition
the interpretive strategies she was raised with and those of her current friends she
said of her home life growing up

1

I do see where not having TV made me focus on

something else which happened to be music and
1I

im grateful

for that now because

put many more hours in front of the piano instead of the TV and

excel

its helped

me to

however she said that she will not limit the television for her children the
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way her mother did for her she said she trusts one of her close friends who watches
a broad variety of television shows to give suggestions for television programs

berger 1967 1969 said that in socialization which continues throughout

ones lifetime the subjective reality and objective reality are connected and the
subjective reality is maintained by conversation

the difficulty of keeping

a world going expresses itself psychologically in the

difficulty of keeping this world subjectively plausible

the

world is built up in

the consciousness of the individual by conversation with significant others
such as parents teachers and peers

the

world is maintained as subjective

reality by the same sort of conversation be it with the same or with new
significant others such as spouses friends or other associates

if such

conversation is disrupted the spouse dies the friends disappear or one comes
to leave

ones original social milieu the world begins to totter to lose its

sub
active plausibility in other words the subjective reality of the world hangs
subjective
j ective

on the thin thread of conversation

reason why most of us are unaware of

is grounded in the continuity of our conversation with

this precariousness

significant others

the

the

maintenance of such continuity is one of the most

important imperatives of social order p 17

the discourses of the participants

in this study in all interpretive communities

reflect either a maintenance or a construction of social realities in their conversations
als tend to maintain their shared social realities through conversations
traditionals
Tradition

independents also tend to maintain their shared social realities through conversations
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with others but also occasionally listen to others to construct new social realities or

expand their own social realities contextuals tend to construct new social realities

through conversations with others

see the narratives in chapter IV for examples

dialectic versus behavioral attitude distinction

the

als and
present study clearly shows that contextuals traditionals
Tradition

independents exhibit a difference between dialectic attitudes and behavioral attitudes
als say they do not believe in watching television they may watch
although traditionals
Tradition

television to be close to a spouse or child who does believe in watching television

margaret a traditional said she is not influenced by her family in her interpretive
strategies yet she will sit next to a husband who loves television in order to be close
to him independents who may express that they have laxer standards for television

viewing may as hana does charge their children 5000
50.00
5000 for watching MTV As

stouts

1993 study pointed out contextuals show the greatest difference between

dialectic attitudes and behavioral attitudes expressing in their conversations that
television probably should not be watched but on the other hand watching it and

letting their children watch it in the present study joyce and jeanette two

contextuals said they want to control television in their home but also express that
they

dont have the strength

dangerous

to do so cathy said she believes television is really

and worries about her teen daughter who watches hours of television

while doing crafts however she still lets her watch television again this difference
between expressed attitudes toward television and television use may also signify an
attempt to coordinate or connect objective and subjective social realities
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the

qualitative methodology in the present study has perhaps helped to explore the
influences of the objective reality and the subjective reality on interpretive
communities

shared metaphors and the dialectic

stout 1993 talked about metaphors as descriptions that community members
als use
use to describe their feelings about the symbol of television traditionals
Tradition

metaphors that criticize television or define it as impure independents use metaphors
that praise television as a source of selfactualization
self
actualization and as a link to the outside

world contextuals use metaphors that express both positive and negative attitudes
toward television and define television in terms of strengthening family relationships

metaphors are the codes that describe symbols E cassirer 1944 said

man has as it were discovered a new method of adapting himself to his
environment between the receptor system and the effector system
in man a third link which we may describe as the symbolic system

we find

this

new

acquisition transforms the whole human life As compared with the other
animals man lives not merely in a broader reality he lives so to speak in
anew dimension of reality p 24

thus mans

social reality is a result of his symbolic system or the metaphors

that he uses to describe the symbols that he uses to construct his social reality man
lives in new dimensions of reality based on the symbols or metaphors that he uses to

explain the meaning he has for his social reality As mentioned above conversations

or dialectics maintain a persons social reality and when circumstances cause a
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persons conversation with a significant other to become severed this persons social
reality at least for a time totters and falls into anomy

using the definition of the construction of reality and the construction of a
shared social reality as well as the concept of metaphoric and symbolic

interactionism the present study makes applications to the dialectic of stouts
interpretive communities and finds that these communities exhibit varying degrees the
als more than independents and
use of shared metaphors or symbols traditionals
Tradition

contextuals have fewer shared metaphors for television with other interpretive
communities and more shared metaphors with their own interpretive communities A

traditional will talk about television as garbage with significant others heather
talks about television with her friend in terms of how bad TV is

conversations with one of her daughters

mary said of her

we usually discuss the items of the day

what is going on in the world we both agree that there is a lot of crookedness and
falseness
als or
contextuals have more shared metaphors than either traditionals
Tradition

independents with other interpretive communities yet these metaphors reflect
tastes in television rather than standards for television melonie said she and her

friend both like the slice of life television programs these shared metaphors help
them to construct a social reality that is both conflictive but dynamic

independents share a few metaphors with other interpretive communities and
as a result have an interpretive community thats social reality has the potential for

gravitating toward other interpretive communities such as the traditional interpretive
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community it moves toward now
were garbage

carols

friend told her the shows she was watching

so she tried to watch his educational programs and adopted them into

her program selection

the

degree to which interpretive communities open themselves to share

metaphors or symbols for television with other interpretive communities will possibly
affect the degree to which that community might shift or change its interpretive
strategies in the future

the

fact that independents and contextuals have more shared

metaphors and symbols for television with other interpretive communities may be
another reason why their communities tend to be in a state of transition or gravitation
toward traditional interpretive strategies it is important to remember that as berger
has said social realities are maintained by conversations with the process of

secularization berger 1967 1969

religion was moved to specific social enclaves

mm unities must decide what their
c6
within the private sphere now interpretive ca
communities
immunities
mmunities

social realities will be as they choose to move outside of or remain within these
specific social enclaves that may or not incorporate aspects of the secular world As

these specific social enclaves encounter the secular world they may experience a
cultural shock as hall 1976 described those communities of individuals who
attempt to understand the rhythms or the nature of the secular community will most
easily be able to communicate with the secular community

ciline conflicting social realities
reconciling
conflict resolution or Recon
reconciline
II of the present study discusses the conflict resolution theories of
chapter 11

folger and jones 1994 and hall 1976 in terms of reconciling the differences
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between differing social realities or communities that maintain differing cultural

rhythms it also discusses cohens 1981 philosophy that conflict exists as a natural

part of social exchange processes given that interpretive community members engage
in a range of social exchange processes throughout the course of their everyday

experience with friends family and community authorities the nature of these social
exchange processes demands a range of conflict resolution strategies

the

present

study finds that patterns of conflict resolution exist that vary between interpretive

communities
communi
commini ties each interpretive community finds distinct ways to reconcile their
differences many of these ways reflecting a process of socialization expressed by

berger 1967 1969

the unification of the subjective and objective social realities

als reconcile their differences by either making small compromises with
traditionals
Tradition
spouses or by trying to exert their influence on others margaret a traditional

compromises on the amount of television she would like her family to see because
she feels that she must conform to the consensus her family however she continues
to openly state her opinions and in the past has tried to persuade her mother to

reduce the amount of television she watches contextuals resolve their differences by
listening to others and while taking a stand on their own interpretive strategies

continue to develop these strategies through conversations with others cathy a

contextual listens to church leaders and others who have her own interpretive
strategies yet she tells her husband that she needs television as a crutch and a
means of relaxing independents resolve conflict by openly stating their right to

choose what they watch but still occasionally listen to others jill an independent
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watches what she wants to on television despite the fact her husband constantly

berates her for her television viewing habits she tells him that his job is outside and
hers is in the house so he needs to leave her alone and let her watch what she wants

she does admit however that he causes her to think about why she watches so much
television

the discovery of these

unique patterns of conflict resolution strategies in

the midst of social exchange processes further shows that larger media audiences can
in generalities be broken down into smaller enclaves of interpretive communities

the

the present

issue of gender power and social realities

study finds like

stouts

1993 study that traditionals
als and
Tradition

contextual tend to acquiesce more than independents to the patriarchal order
perpetuated by institutional religiosity stout partly based this conclusion on the fact
als the husband usually controls the remote control
that in the homes of traditionals
Tradition

the present

study additionally finds that some independents still follow this

als and contextuals tend to be more unified with their
patriarchal order and traditionals
Tradition

decision making on television viewing in the home unity in the
husbands in their decisionmaking
home being another emphasis of the LDS church

als and contextuals tend
traditionals
Tradition

to express the implementation of interpretive strategies in terms of we rather than
1

I

see the narratives under traditionals
als in chapter IV for detailed examples
Tradition
accommodation versus conflict
als seek out support or accommodation for their interpretive strategies
traditionals
Tradition

within their own interpretive communities more than independents and contextuals

contextuals seek to understand interpretive strategies different than their own to gain
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a better insight into their own interpretive strategies and the direction they would like

these to develop contextuals seem to want to develop their interpretive strategies or

change their social realities for television through understanding other interpretive
strategies whereas traditionals
als seek to maintain their interpretive strategies by
Tradition
seeking accommodation it is interesting to note that the findings in the present study
show that in varying degrees both contextuals and independents are open to

conflicting interpretive strategies so as to gain a better insight into their own
interpretive strategies

social cultural factors that affect the interpretive community
many social cultural factors exist that affect the nature of the religious
interpretive community one of the most salient being the impact of religiosity and
social networks according to cornwall 1987 1989

one of the factors affecting

commitment to institutional religiosity has to do with in group ties or the ties that
individuals make with members in their church although individuals may be
channeled in certain directions by their family to attend meetings behave in certain
ways

the selection of friends tends to also have an impact on a persons commitment

toward institutional religion by reinforcement himmelfarb 1979 as cited in
als who tend
cornwall 1989 p 577 this is interesting to note because traditionals
Tradition
to associate more with members of their own church also seem to be the most

institutionally religious independents who associate more with members outside of
als tend to be the least institutionally
their faith than either contextuals or traditionals
Tradition
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religious these modes of institutional religiosity versus personal religiosity affect the
interpretive strategies of these communities

religious networks and gravitational pull

one of the reasons that contextuals and independents may be gravitating
toward institutional religiosity could be that participants in the present study live in an
area primarily populated by LDS church members

the

findings of the present study

do not confirm this to be true but believe that it is a possibility

the

9
patterns9
implications and influence of social interaction Patterns

als traditional
why are traditionals
Tradition

historical traditionalism
als do not always directly link
although the interpretive strategies of traditionals
Tradition
to a socialization where institutional religiosity mandate strict rules and patriarchy

hierarchy they can be linked to a socialization of expressed traditionalism such
traditions as pioneer work ethics emphasis on moral values that evaluate standards in
als historical
terms of black and white and family unification permeate a traditionals
Tradition
socialization process these values not only find roots in home life but continue to
als life
be maintained in the everyday social exchange processes of a traditionals
Tradition

conversations with church friends adherence to institutional religiosity and a deep
als interpretive
sense of right and wrong contribute to the makeup of a traditionals
Tradition

strategies

als cherish traditionalism
if independents cherish independence traditionals
Tradition
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institutional family unity
A sense of family unity perhaps keeps traditionals
als from becoming a part of
Tradition

the world and from socially interacting with those who do not believe as they do
both in relationship to religious beliefs and beliefs connected to religious beliefs
such as those for television viewing

als believe in family unity
because traditionals
Tradition

they tend to speak about television viewing in terms of maintaining the same standards

for all family members husbands and wives usually make choices about television
viewing for the family together and wives usually discuss the standards for television
viewing in the home in terms of we and not IU because of their emphasis on
1

family unity and their desire to move through this life and the next as a family unit
they try to influence their family to accept their same moral standards

this goal for

als to occasionally seek compromises with spouses who do
unity also causes traditionals
Tradition

not believe as they do in regards to television viewing and hope their children will
grow up and accept the same values as they have for television viewing

this also

causes them to exert their persuasive and sometimes controlling influence on children
in regards to television viewing habits whereas contextuals may retreat in when a

conflict arises between family members in regards to television viewing strategies
als will either seek to exert their persuasive influences on their children or
traditionals
Tradition
make compromises with their spouses

parso
personal
sense
al values
independence
ndence
odence and pgrso
A traditional sen
& of ind
als exhibit a sense of independence that cannot be explained by a
traditionals
Tradition
als who grew up in homes
strict adherence to institutional religiosity those traditionals
Tradition
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values institutional or personalwere
that lacked a sense of religious valuesinstitutional
personal were motivated to
aiss although they might listen to
als
break by an inner sense of moral values traditionals
traditional
Tradition

leader reserve the
what others say about television even a trusted friend or a church leaderreserve

judgement that falls on the side of traditional morals
right to judge for themselves a judgement
als exhibit a sense of independence in the way they evaluate their television
traditionals
Tradition

programming

this

sense of independence distinguishes itself from that of

als utilize their independence to make choices that go a
independents in that traditionals
Tradition
step further than institutional religiosity and independents utilize their independence
to make choices that do not align with institutional religiosity many traditionals
als talk
Tradition

about being able to perceive the negative aspects of television in their homes by
feelings the spirit

an inward guide that helps them to choose between right and

wrong

traditional work ethics
ethic
als grew up in homes where work ethics maintained a high position
traditionals
Tradition
als
Tradition
the parents of traditionals
then play

based standards for television viewing on work first and

some traditionals
majeune of nature
als grew up on farms where the force majeure
Tradition

demanded a sense of duty to work over play others grew up in homes where the
ppioneer
loneer heritage of the LDS religion guided their work ethics today they continue
to implement these work ethics in their homes a reason why they often feel that

television displaces more important things
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cultural backgrounds and age
ais
als
traditional
the ethnic background of a member of a Tradition

immediate family or a

als age may affect their interpretive strategies husbands that come from
traditionals
Tradition

different cultural backgrounds may although they are active members of the religious
als do not seem
institution may not believe in the patriarchal order younger Tradition
traditionals
als
to emphasize family unity as much as older traditionals
Tradition

why are independents independent
indndent
historical individualism
independents who express a sense of independence and individualism that
als or contextuals develop their sense of
separate them from either traditionals
Tradition

liberation from a historical socialization of separation and alienation both in the cases
als base their interpretive strategies on a sense
of home and church where traditionals
Tradition

of traditional values and contextuals base their interpretive strategies on a sense of
paradox independents base their interpretive strategies on a sense of independence
and emancipation because they did not grow up with traditional values their
als and
interpretive strategies do not reflect the traditional values of traditionals
Tradition

contextuals
independence
Ind
dence versus traditionalism

because they did not encounter the same traditional values that emphasize
family unity and strong work ethics in their homes growing up independents do not
feel the need to emphasize family unity in making decisions about television viewing
in the home

nor do

they find that television displaces other family activities rather
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television often becomes the center of family activity whereas traditionals
als express
Tradition
television decisions in the home in terms of we

independents most often express

these decisions in terms of IU independents cherish individualism over
1

traditionalism
odence
ndence versus institutional religiosity
independence
inde
reile iositv

the

lack of institutional religiosity and sense of individualism that

independents experienced growing up caused them to turn to an inward sense of
personal direction and a perception of social reality that encompasses individualism
independents perceive a sense of individualism in their religious institution
recognizing a diversity in the way church members and church leaders view
television

they tend to accept a flexibility

in what it means to be religious

independents say that the moral values not the institutional religious values of their
parents influenced their strategies they express a sense of separation from their
parents in the development of their own moral standards it is more important for
them to be independent than to cleave to the traditional elements of institutional

religiosity
gjgd from soc
socialization
energjud
objective realism generated
ialization

independents come from homes where parents taught them either by example

or by instruction to be realistic about life and to embrace both the good and the bad
aspects of life

cheryl said her family was honest and realistic

they pass these

same philosophies onto their children and allow them the opportunity to evaluate
television for themselves independents objectively evaluate the effects of television
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on themselves and others but do not make decisions on television viewing based on

LDS church leaders recommendations if they feel that television has a negative

effect it is because they have seen it in their own lives and the lives of others

this

objective realism causes independents to criticize television for its biased reflection of
reality

acceptance of conflict as natural
because independents unlike contextuals did not grow up in homes with
conflicting view on television or extreme diversity they accept conflicting views on
life
ilfe not as a source of
television in the home and the community as a natural part of lifenot

they accept individualism in themselves and they allow individualism in

anxiety

others

cultural backgrounds
independents appear to come from backgrounds where either cultural or career
choices influenced the habits of television viewing in the home

for example

one

independent came from a history of entertainers that relied on television as a source

of knowledge about the entertainment business another independent came from a
european background which she feels genetically influences her independent
thinking

why are contextuals contextuals
historical paradoxes
perhaps the name contextual itself reflects the difficulty in analyzing the
historical socialization processes of this interpretive community if anything could be
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said about contextuals and their historical socialization processes it would have to be
in regards to the great paradoxes with which they grew up exhibiting conflicting

extremes in religiosity andor television viewing patterns in the homes contextuals
continue to seek a state of equilibrium in their interpretive strategies for television

although a traditional may not have had parents who expressed negative views
toward television they did have parents who expressed unified attitudes toward
television contextuals on the other hand had parents who separately expressed

varying degrees of antipathy or love for television viewing perhaps this bears reason
why there remains in the interpretive strategies of contextuals a sense of
ism or a belief that decisions about television viewing should be based
situationalism
situational

according to the situation it is probably why contextuals express a sense of defeatism
and desire to be stronger in their decisions on television viewing and why they

experience a continuous inward personal struggle in regards to television viewing

the conflictive nature of the original home
contextuals grew up in homes where varying opinions about standards and
ism
values volleyed between parents or siblings they grew up in a state of situationalism
situational

where values particularly in regards to television were often challenged As a result
they seek the opinions of others who having conflicting interpretive strategies as
als or independents
standards more than traditionals
Tradition

als contextuals grew
like traditionals
Tradition

up with some of the traditional values

such as strong work ethics and a moral sense of right and wrong

the influence of

traditional values on contextuals however distinguish themselves from that of
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als in that contextuals did not experience the unified home life that
traditionals
Tradition
als did when they were growing up their sense of work ethics perpetuated
traditionals
Tradition
by one parent may have been arbitrated by another although contextuals may have
had parents who emphasized homework first and then play

because their parents

led lives that took them away from their family they had less parental supervision

and fewer enforced standards contextuals grew up in homes where parents remained

active and busy but also where either one parent or the other emphasized television
viewing in the home As a result contextuals have standards for their children such
as work first

but do not enforce these standards like traditionals
als do contextuals
Tradition

express a desire for unification with their husbands in regards to television viewing
but do not operationalize this desire to the degree that traditionals
als do with their
Tradition
husbands because one or more of a contextuals parents emphasized television in the

home contextuals dont want to displace television but instead seek to find good
programming that they can watch

defeatism versus moral behavior
in the discourses of contextuals lies a sense of defeatism perhaps a reflection

of some inner struggle and an inability to completely embrace personal values that
have been continuously challenged by others they may wish that their children didnt
watch television but let them do so contextuals seek someone who is spiritual

whom they can trust to make recommendations for them

community unification
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because contextuals grew up in a home of paradoxes they may seek
unification with their community they see themselves as both the contributor to and
recipient of new insights into values contextuals and independents place more
emphasis on unity with the community than traditionals
als do
Tradition

this could be because

als find more unification with their religious institution
traditionals
Tradition

cultural backgrounds
it is interesting to note that one woman who grew up with a strict japanese
mother who limited television believes that television cuts down on the prejudices in
the world and yet still feels that television can take the place of more valuable

things

stouts perception tendencies and social interaction
als
traditionals
Tradition

stout 1993 talks about some primary perception tendencies that he found
among his interpretive communities within the traditional interpretive community he
found distraction the feeling that television displaces more important activities

negative effects the position that television has a direct negative effect
the felt need to control television in the home

the present

and control

study expands on these

als do have these perception tendencies which appear
concepts and finds that traditionals
Tradition
to be perpetuated and reinforced by their social interaction with their own interpretive

als have the tendency to fuel their own perception tendencies
communities traditionals
Tradition
by discussing in depth their strategies with members of their own interpretive

communities rather than expanding outside of their interpretive community they will
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choose to converse with those who have their own negative view points of television
and try and gain insight from these individuals on how to better control television in
als talk to about television
their homes it also doesnt seem to matter who traditionals
Tradition

their conversations have the same emphasis
indents
ndents
independents
ind

in independents stout found the perception tendencies of expressive outlets
television as an expressive outlet of self and self actualization television as a choice
at the expense of others to do something for self

the present

study expands on these

concepts and finds that the social interaction independents have within their own
interpretive community helps them to fuel their own perception tendencies toward
television

two of the independents

in the present study said that television helps

them to discover the world of theater to which they belong

they evaluate television

objectively and find that they must keep abreast of television one converses
extensively with others in the theater about television in order to be a part of the
theater world they talk with their families and their friends about the acting the
plot etc of a show other independents find that television gives them something to
talk about with their friends some even expressed that their conversations with others
on television provide a central part of their social interaction with these other

individuals As berger 1967 1969 suggests independents social realities for
television are carried out and maintained by their conversations with others
als experience less conflict in matching or
perhaps why they like traditionals
Tradition

coordinating their social realities than contextuals do
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this

is

contextuals

according to stouts study contextuals have two primary perception
tendencies relationships in the home using television as a means of building

relationships in the home and passive entertainment watching television while doing
something else

the present

study did not find as

stouts study did a noticeable

difference between contextuals and other interpretive communities in the way they
use television as a source of unifying the family or a source of passive activity while

doing other things

why stouts study might disagree
Elg
eigphant parts and patchwork quilts
elephant

the dichotomies of disagreement

in the course of research rarely does one complete a study in which all of the
findings coincide with its preceding study

this

does not however implicate a lack

of truth in the preceding study but rather expands the window of understanding to
acknowledge the existence of other factors that may come to bear on the study at
hand J kirk and M L miller 1986 in reliability and Vali
dlly
dily in qualitative
validity
vail

research said

with a theory that the elephant is so large and complex that no single

observation can encompass it the various blind mens reports can be integrated
without the necessity of special occult vision

maquet 1964 who said
partial
global one

p 57

kirk and miller quoted J J

A perspectivist knowledge is not as such nonobjective it is

non
objectivity creeps in when the partial aspect is considered as the
nonobjectivity
p 57
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schroder
schreder 1994 used an analogy similar to kirk and millers analogy of the
researcher as a blind man exploring a small part of an elephant in her comparison of
interpretive communities to a patchwork quilt

the

study of quilt patches said

schroder does not necessarily obfuscate the picture of the whole quilt but rather
helps the researcher to understand bits and pieces of the quilt in order to make macro

applications

the

researcher of the present study as a blind man has focused on only

specific parts or patches of the interpretive community to make macro applications

the

fact that the researchers findings do not coincide with

stouts

in all respects does

not invalidate stouts conclusions nor the conclusions of the present study but rather
opens up one more window to understanding the nature of the interpretive

communities of LDS women who watch television stout 1993 makes provision for
the differences that might be found in other studies relating to his with the following

statement

the

author recognizes that there is a tendency to reify categories obtained

through cluster analysis given the nature of the statistical method it should
be pointed out that all respondents will not match clusters descriptions in a

pure or fixed sense in other words the clusters do not represent universal
es that apply to all situations in the personal and social lives of
categories
categon
cadegon

mormon women notwithstanding the methodological imitation however the
clusters represent broadly defined interpretive strategies that tell us more than
we presently know about how audiences make sense of their television viewing
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when their religious institutions suggests a particular way of thinking about its

effects p 57

this statement
study and

helps to clarify why dichotomies may exist between the present

stouts and shows how these dichotomies

may be due to the fact the each

researcher as a blind man has explored different parts of the elephant or the
patchwork quilt
A comparison of

stouts study

unfixed interpretive strategies

the

findings of the present study while they do not always agree with

1993 study support

stouts

stouts conclusion that cluster analysis does not allow for

defining fixed interpretive strategies

the

findings of the present study show that

although members of interpretive communities may exhibit interpretive strategies that
would categorize them within one interpretive community many interpretive

community members exhibit strategies that also categorize them in one or more other

interpretive communities for example one contextual who feels guilty when she
watches television a contextual characteristic also said she feels that LDS church

leaders try to impose their standards for television viewing on her and believes that
television can be used to remove prejudices independent characteristics

one

independent said that she will watch a broad spectrum of programs including soap
operas an independent characteristic

but recognizes the doom and gloom

portrayed on television and feels one should be somewhat selective in program
viewing traditional characteristics

one traditional finds the need to control
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television in her home a traditional characteristic

but also expresses the positive

ways television might be used and puts the negative aspects of television into

perspective an independent characteristic

comma
community
the dynamic nature of the interpretive commu
contextual and independent interpretive community members appear to be in a
dynamic state of change moving toward an acceptance of traditional interpretive
strategies which rely on institutional religiosity and follow LDS church leaders
recommendations for interpreting television

the present

study reveals that members

of these communities choose to keep an open mind by listening to members of
traditional interpretive communities and church leaders to evaluate and develop
personal interpretive strategies for interpreting television

the interpretive

community member as chameleon

in agreement with the unfixed nature of the interpretive community the
like attributes of some interpretive community members may show the
chameleon
chameleonlike
pointing the exact nature of an interpretive community jill acts as an
difficulty in pin
pinpointing

independent in that she chooses to watch exorbitant amounts of television however
when she talks about television she also talks about its negative effects hana acts as
an independent in her home but at church will sometimes listen to talk on television
as a traditional studying an interpretive community member under the provisions of

temporality may help to uncover how that member sees television from day to day or
even moment to moment but studying how the members reveal themselves to one

person differently than another contributes to the researchers conclusions that
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interpretive communities offer only general guidelines of understanding and not solid
specific parameters

the social

constructivist approach versus the ethnographic
ethno2radhic study

in the academia of mass media communications there may be argument that
the social constructivist approach which resists specific enclaves of classifications and

relies on generalities more than fixed specificities cannot bridge to the ethnographic
study that utilizes codes and categories as a framework of analysis

this

study

however uses categories only as an infrastructure to explore generalities As
mentioned above the researcher does not attempt to group fixed interpretive

communities nor does it attempt to say that interpretive community members socially
interact with only the communities discussed in the present study rather the

researcher draws general conclusions that might provide heuristic value for future
studies on interpretive communities in a variety of areas and disciplines

the

value of the codes categories and groups set up in the present study

directly relate to the researchers conclusions about the dynamic nature of the

interpretive community without the categories of social interaction personal views

times have changed with television and religious associations the researcher
would have had difficulty in exploring some of the elements that contribute to this

dynamic nature without stouts group definitions for interpretive communities among
LDS women who watch television the researcher would have had difficulty in

exploring the attitudes and strategies of smaller audiences in those communities

bridging the social constructivist approach which allows for the construction of
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realities based on social interaction and communication behaviors

to an ethnographic

study which incorporates grounded theory procedures of coding and categorizing

the present study easily focused on specific areas of interest without restricting
analyses to fixed and static conclusions

qualitative analysis

the

author of the present study believes that the unfixed nature of these

interpretive community members has to do with the fact that stouts 1993 original
study used primarily quantitative methods to set up broad definitions for interpretive

communities among LDS women who watch television

the

present study used

qualitative methods to give a deeper analysis of these interpretive communities and
reconfirmed stouts conclusions that these communities are neither pure nor unfixed

this

may be why both the independent and the contextual interpretive communities

appear to be in a state of gravitational migration toward embracing the interpretive
als
strategies of traditionals
Tradition

an analysis of a trend

in the opposite direction does not

exhibit the same pattern of gravitational pull however it does show that some
als who have independent and contextual spouses have begun to recognize
traditionals
Tradition
some of the benefits of the interpretive strategies

for example margaret

said she

recognizes in her husband who loves television the ability to discuss certain topics
with other individuals where she cannot

it is interesting to note that strauss and corbin 1990 suggested that by using
the conditional matrix a researcher can trace conditional paths the conflictive nature

of the interpretive community or the point where interpretive community members
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meet with interpretive strategies that are different than their own by moving from
any level of the matrix in any direction

the present

study shows that by moving in

both directions the researcher was able to discover that all interpretive communities

are changing under the influence of differing patterns of social interaction

the present

study finds that qualitative analysis has helped to uncover the

dynamic nature of the interpretive community of LDS women who watch television

although interpretive community members appear to be members of a set interpretive
community it is apparent through qualitative analysis that interpretive strategies are in
a constant state

of change whether it might be by moving more closely to their own

interpretive strategies through accommodation of their personal interpretive strategies
als
by members of the same interpretive community as traditionals
Tradition

or by seeking to

understand the interpretive strategies of different interpretive communities as
clontextuals
contextuals

dynamics are affected by social interaction primarily through the social

exchange processes of conversations and the observance of use

study limitations

some of the participants who were prequalified
pre qualified and categorized into
interpretive communities through a survey were later found to be better matched to
other interpretive communities

the

pro
researcher suggests that in future studies a pre

qualifying interview also be included in the study to make sample selections stronger
within each interpretive community qualitative analysis as sipes 1993 and

koldewyn 1993 and schroder 1994 suggested seemed to give the study a greater
depth of analysis and understanding and insight in some cases qualitative analysis in
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the present study proved to give the researcher greater control other study limitations
can be found in the structure of the interview format although this study utilized an

unstructured interview format the researcher suggests for future studies a structured
interview format be followed to give greater control during data analysis

contributions
summary of past contributions

stouts

1993 study and other contributions in interpretive community

studies have established that within larger media audiences smaller audiences exist

stouts study

that are defined by similar strategies for interpreting the media

established that religious interpretive communities exist among the audience of LDS
women who watch television and the interpretive strategies that define these

interpretive communities are conflict resolution strategies
19899 1990
1987 1989

press 1991

schroder
schreder 1994

the

studies of cornwall

sipes 1993

and strauss and

corbin 1990 and others established the need to explore the social interaction
patterns of interpretive communities in order to fully understand the nature of that
interpretive community

summary of the present studys contributions

the present

study using suggested social semiotic approaches has explored

the social interaction patterns of the interpretive communities of LDS women who

re
watch television and reestablished
established that social interaction does contribute to the
development of the interpretive strategies that define interpretive communities using
qualitative methodology that incorporates ethnographic and grounded theory
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procedures the present study has been able to bypass
by pass traditional quantitative
in depth analysis
procedures that group communities statistically and show through indepth

how interpretive communities particularly interpretive communities confronted by

differing social realities are unfixed dynamic communities that change according to
the interpretive strategies of the community members As members make personal

decisions on whether or not to maintain their interpretive strategies or to explore and
adopt other interpretive strategies the potential for changing interpretive strategies
remains

the

passive versus the active audience

the present

study contributes to the understanding of why and how LDS

women resolve conflict by showing social interaction links between their past and

present environments and the way they have chosen to socially interact with those
environments many studies in mass media communications continue to explore to
what degree social interaction personal values and external messages impact the

development of an audiences attitudes toward mass media

the present

study has

shown that a combination of all of these contributes to the development of the

dynamic interpretive communities it has shown that the question of whether an
audience acts upon the media or the media acts upon the audience cannot be reduced
to a simple linear answer but rather that personal decisions by audience members

makes this answer different for each individual and each interpretive community

member

for example

in the present study traditionals
als choose to not be acted upon
Tradition

by the media by controlling the amount of television viewing in their homes
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contextuals on the other hand want to control the amount of television viewing in
their homes but allow themselves to be acted upon often expressing a feeling of
defeat

this feeling of defeat can perhaps be directly related

to the extreme challenges

theyve had in controlling television in their lives rather than to personal weaknesses
independents choose to watch television but do not seem to be acted upon by the
media

the understanding of social

interaction and social realities

because social interaction contributes to the development of the interpretive
community as it maintains its own social reality or exists on the combined interpretive
strategies of other interpretive communities understanding social interaction could

perhaps predict the development of future interpretive communities

the

social reality

theories used in the present study have helped to shape and define how interpretive
community members develop their own social realities for the media they have
helped to explain how the social interaction that influences the construction of

objective subjective discrete and shared social realities contributes to the overall
nature of the individual interpretive community

the study of social

interaction under the conditions of temporality

schroder 1994 has suggested that temporality can be captured to some degree
through interviews in which participants reveal the past the present and potential
future

the present

study through interviewing participants and analyzing the

discourse that reveals this past present and potential future has further shown how
audiences interpret the media in the context of their everyday experience it has
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studied the patches of the quilt schroder 1994 or the parts of the elephant kirk &

miller
filler 1986 in order to make applications to the whole study of interpretive
community studies
ty
religiosity
elements of reil
rell
reli

included in the discovery of the dynamic nature of the interpretive community
is the knowledge that meanings for institutional and personal religiosity and the usage

of institutional and personal religiosity vary from person to person although
als they
individuals may be outwardly institutionally religious such as the traditionals
Tradition
may also have deep underlying personal values that go beyond institutional religiosity

and direct their decisions in television viewing

the present

study showed that

although individuals may state that they are not outwardly institutionally religious
such as independents they may also have tendencies toward institutional religiosity

that do not surface through a quantitative survey

scone and generality
theoretical scope
tx
Generali

although the present study concentrates on the interpretive communities
among LDS women who watch television the researcher believes that conclusions
made here may also apply to studies of other interpretive communities

not only must

interpretive communities of LDS women who watch television resolve conflict
between personal views of television and the LDS churchs leaders recommendations

for television but they must also resolve the conflict that most television audiences
experience in their everyday lives such as the conflict between their own interpretive
strategies and those of different interpretive communities elements of
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stouts

interpretive communities may be unique in that they espouse certain religious and
gender related beliefs but their universality remains in that they like all other human
genderrelated
beings in a media society construct social realities for the media using a complex
interaction communications behaviors in the context of
interconnection of social interactioncommunications

everyday experience they are universal in that they have been uniquely socialized
and integrated into their present society and interpretive community and bring with
them personal values behaviors and desires for media use just as any other member

of any other interpretive community parsimoniously focusing on one crucial and
interaction has helped the
influential element of the interpretive community social interactionhas

researcher of the present study to further understand the nature of interpretive
communities as a whole and offer other researchers the opportunity to apply this study
to other demographic areas and interpretive communities as well as to other

interpretive communities with unique characteristics and circumstances
suggestions for future studies

the

researcher would like to look at this study as an analysis of another patch

to the quilt or another part of the elephant in interpretive community studies again

the conclusions here do not attempt to offer single solutions or answers but rather to

elucidate the nature of the interpretive community and offer possible direction for
future interpretive community studies

the results of the present

study show that an interpretive community members

social interaction with other communities contributes to the development of the

personal interpretive strategies that define their interpretive community future studies
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on
oln the social interaction of interpretive community members with other interpretive
oin
cin

communities may provide additional insights into the nature of interpretive
communities given the dynamic nature of the interpretive community that the present
study reveals it may also be possible to predict changes in personal interpretive

strategies as well as changes in interpretive communities based on the analysis of

participants discourse A longitudinal study that analyzes the discourse of a group of
participants over time might provide valuable insight into the changing nature of the
interpretive community particularly the religious interpretive community

given that some interpretive community members might chameleon
like
chameleonlike
choose to act as members of different interpretive communities at different times a
study that interviews the members that make up an interpretive community members

total social interaction might also add further light on the nature of the concept of the

interpretive community additional use of social reality theories combined with
conflict resolution theories and studies in symbolic exchange processes might provide
additional insight into interpretive communities where conflict exists uses and
gratification theory might also be used to show how interpretive strategies are
influenced by personal choice in media use

because conflict for LDS women also revolves around gender symbols in the
media
medla additional studies may include an analysis of LDS womans reaction to

television programs that do not reflect traditional LDS role models for women sipes
1993 and

koldewyns 1993 study on LDS womens strategies for resolving conflict

between secular and religious views would provide an excellent resource and
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companion in any such future future study results and conclusions of the present
study might also be used in studies of gender and ethnic minority interpretive

communities
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appendix A
profile of stouts interpretive communities

ais
als
traditionals
Tradition
1

they believe the

2

they have a high sense of institutional religiosity

3

they view television

4

they emphasize the immoral content of television

5

they watch 0022 hours of television a day

6

they criticize television for

LDS church is the only true church

as a distraction and a displacement of better things

its opposition to traditional values taught by the

LDS church
7

they do not talk about televisions positive benefits they are skeptical

about the personal benefits of television
8

they dont talk about television with others

9

they attend church meetings weekly

10

they do not see a need for television

in terms of entertainment

companionship social interaction or escapism
11

they do not look forward to watching television

12

they use the rating system for movies

13

they are highly selective

14

they believe children are better off without television

15

they do not watch

16

they feel the need to control television viewing

17

they believe television

in program choice

soap operas or talk shows
in the home

is responsible for averse effects in society
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18

they talk about television

19

they feel television competes with the church and family and may cause

in terms of its effects

contention
dents
ind
independents
1

they have a personal

2

they

as opposed to institutional sense of religiosity

see television as an expressive outlet of independence and self

actualization
3

they

4

they do not look at television

see television as a personal and private experience
in terms of conflicting world views but in

terms of doing something for self rather than conceding to the view of others
5

they watch television for 2255 hours a day

6

they have a broad program choice

soap operas talk shows movies hour

long dramas news documentaries and game shows
7

they do not attend church meetings on a regular basis again they place

less emphasis on institutional religiosity
8

they place less emphasis

on the beliefs behaviors and commitments unique

to the LDS church
9

they speak positively about

television

10

they dont feel that children are better off without television

11

they believe there

is too much sex on television but do not feel guilty

watching it
12

they do not use the rating system for movies

13

they talk about television in terms of situational uses

or in other words

the way in which television assists them in meeting the challenges of everyday living

or how it benefits their everyday experiences
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14

they see themselves as the creator of their television experience

15

they criticize television but balance their comments with remarks on

televisions additional benefits
16

they filter undesirable messages but do not overtly criticize television
contextuals

1

they have mixed attitudes toward television

2

they do not look forward

3

they will watch television if they

4

they believe that television

to watching television
feel their family will benefit

is a passive activity that occurs while other

tasks are being performed
5

they are personally

6

they are willing

7

they have a strong

and institutionally religious

to watch television
sense of beliefs commitments and behaviors specifically

related to the LDS religion
8

they attend their church meetings

9

they consider television

10

in the context of escapism and companionship

they do not necessarily believe that television gives them something to

talk about with friends
11

they are moderate

in their selection of television programs

they are not

als or independents in the way they select programs
as extreme as traditionals
Tradition
12

they watch 1133 hours a day of television

13

they watch television

to either promote relationships or while doing other

activities
152

14

they talk about television

15

they are entertainment viewers

16

they have a high

in terms of how others feel about television

sense of guilt when they watch television
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appendix B
glossary of terms for the theoretical framework10
framework

10

says that smaller communities can be found among larger

inteepretive community
interpretive

audiences these audiences are defined by strategies for interpreting the media it is
based on social constructionism and can be studied through social semiotic

approaches

social constructionism

says that individuals construct their realities through a

complex interconnection of communication that takes place in the context of social
interaction it is based on symbolic interactionism

symbolic
svmbolic interactionism

says that communication takes place through a filtering of

symbols in social exchange processes or social interaction it is connected with
semeiotics
semiotics

semiotics

says that signs andor codes which are words that are used to refer to

symbols in communication

talk or

styles of talk are systems of codes schroder
schreder said

that each community has its own system of codes or way of talking about a particular
media

in symbolic interactionism the media or a type of media would be considered

to be a symbol

the

place where each unique system of codes intersects becomes an

important focus of study in understanding the social interaction between interpretive
communities and other communities schroder said

its

important to understand this

social interaction in order to fully understand the nature and genesis of an interpretive

community
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appendix C

stouts survey
see stout 1993 pp
33
12333.
ap 123
12333

experience WITH television we would like to know a little about
place a check next to
the nature of your television viewing
your answer or fill in the blank where appropriate
on the average
1
how many hours per day do you watch

television
1
2
3
4

5

1
2
3

4
5
6
3

watch
watch
1I watch
1I watch
1I watch

other

5
6

your

television

in the early morning
during the day while working around the house
in the evenings
late at night
several times throughout the day

typical night of TV viewing with family
chooses what is watched
3
4

members

who

usually do
my husband usually does
my children usually do
varies from night to night
it
other please explain
1I

not watch television at night
on a typical night of TV viewing with family members
uses the remote control device to change channels
1I

do

who

usually do
my husband usually does
my children usually do
3
4
the remote control is shared by family members
5
other please explain
6
1I do not have a remote control device
what are some of your favorite television programs those
you watch regularly or whenever you get a chance
1
2

5

1I
1I

on a
1
2

4

hour
hours
hours
hours
hours

or more hours
which of the following best describes
viewing pattern check all that apply
6

2

01
12
2233
334
4
4455
5
0 1
1 2

1I
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how

6

programs

often

do

you watch

the following types of television

circle
DESCRIBES

HOW

number

OFTEN 1I WATCH THESE TYPES OF PROGRAMS

often

occasionally

rarely

never

shows such
as nature and
PBS

masterpiece

theatre

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

either

movies

regular films or
made
for TV movies
madefortv

situation comedies

such as the cosby

show

boss

or whos the

long dramas
hourlong
hour

such as LA law
and murder she
wrote
news
news

such as evening

or

CNN

news documentaries

such as 60 minutes

and

2020

crime documentaries
such as americas
most wanted and
unsolved mysteries

talk

shows

such as

phil donahue and

oprah winfrey
game shows

such as

the price is right
and jeopardy
soap operas such
as the young and

the restless and
general hospital
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often

circle number
never
occasionally rarely

music video
such as MTV

or friday night
videos

sports programs
such as NFL
and
football
pro tennis
variety or specials

such as the miss
america pageant and
the academy awards

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

latenight
late night

human
interestnews
interest news such

as A current affair
or inside edition
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7

WOMEN

ON

indicate whether you agree or disagree
1
I admire this TV character
strongly

television
1

with the statement
disagree 2 disagree
agree

3

no

opinion

agree

4

circle
1I ADMIRE

harriet nelson
ozzie and harriet
roseanne conner
roseanne

number

THIS TV CHARACTER

strongly
disagree
murphy brown
murphy brown

strongly

no

agree

opin

SD

D

NO

A

SA

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

margaret anderson

father

knows bestil
best

huxtable
clair cosby

the

show

rebecca howe
cheers
aunt bea taylor

the andy griffith

show

peg bundy

married with children

mary

the

show

richards
mary

tyler

lucy ricardo
I love lucy
1

elyse keaton
family ties

moore
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5

strongly

television circle a number for each of the
following to show whether you agree or disagree with the
1
following statements about television
strongly disagree 2
ATTITUDES

8

disagree

ABOUT

no

3

opinion

4

agree

5

strongly agree

circle
no

strongly
disagree

NO

A

SA

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

TV

1

2

3

4

5

keeps me informed about what
going on in the world

1

2

3

4

5

look forward to each day

TV

to get away from the
ordinary cares and problems of
the day
there is too much sex on TV
1I would prefer TV without
watch

TV

commercials

if we would
didnt have
suffer
life

TV

our family

consistent part
daily routine

television is

a

of

my

TV

has educational value

1I

gree

aagree

opin
opinion
lon
ion

D

children are better off without
1I

strongly

SD

television viewing is something
1I

number

find commercials very helpful

in keeping

me

informed

provides me with something to
talk about with my friends
TV can be the source of positive
family experiences
TV

there is too
TV

is

much

1I

TV

is

on

TV

an important source of

entertainment for
TV

violence

keeps

me

me

company when alone

often feel guilty watching
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9

in the

check

1
2
3

4

10

rented a movie
read a book
gone to a movie
bought a book

often do you use the movie ratings G
NC
17 in making a decision to rent a movie
nc17

PG

PG

13

R

always

often
3
occasionally
never
4
1I do not rent movies
5
which of the following religious publications
subscribe to check all that apply
1
the ensign
2
dialogue
3
the church news
4
sunstone
5
the new era
BYU studies
6
7

12

have you done any of the following

how
1
2

11

last 60 days
all that apply

exponent

do you

11
II

the average how much time would you say that you spend
reading a newspaper during a given
alven week

on

hours
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RELIGIOUS

13

more about your

circle

commitment

AND

ACTIVITY

we now

religious bell
es acti
beli
beil
efs
beliefs
aati cities
activities
vities

would like to know
and va
values
lues

ng to iindicate whether you
following
followi
thee follows
for each of th
agree or disagree with the following statements 1 strongly
disagree 2 disagree 3 not sure 4 agree 5 strongly
ngly agree
stro angly
number
cumber
circle
circie
ciral
circle numbe
gly
not
strongly
strongly
stron
ree disagree sure agree agree
dicag
disag
disagree
there is life after
a number

death

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

relationship with
the lord is an
important part of
my

life

my

doctrines of
the LDS church are
hard for me to accept
the bible is the
some

word of god

joseph smith actually
saw god the father
and

jesus christ

the holy ghost is an
important influence
in
1I

life
dont really care
my

about the
church

LDS

the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day
saints is the only
true church on the
earth
1I

my

love god with

heart

all

church programs and

activities are
important part
my life

an

of
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not
strongly
disagree disagree sure

willing to do
whatever the lord
wants me to do
1I

am

not accept some
standards of the
1I

agree

strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

do

LDS church
without religious
faith the rest of

life
much

my

would not have
meaning

the LDS church puts
too
on

many

its

members

temen ts describe you
statements
well do the following sta
statemen
statelen

how

14

restrictions

circle

DESCRIBES

not

try hard to carry my
religion over into all
my
1I

other dealings in

life
1I

live

a

christian life

share what 1I have
with the poor
1I am honest in my
dealings with others

number

at all

ME

exactly

somewhat

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1I

encourage others to
believe in jesus
1I

seek gods guidance
when making important
decisions in my life
1I

forgive others
1I admit my sins to god
and pray for his
forgiveness
1I

1I am

spiritual person
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RELIGIOUS

participation

religious activities
15

frequently do
together
things togg
ther
A

never

like to

participate in

you

you
vou

how

would

we

your

and

and

A

what kinds of

do

ing
follow inq
the following

find meaningful

ffamily

circle

few

know

number

few

A

times
times
a year monthly a month weekly

few

times

a week

daily

have

family
prayer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

have

religious

discussions
read the
bible or
other

scriptures

blessing the food
other than blessing
prayer
er
personal pray

16

monthly

times

4 A few
5 weekly
6 A few times
7

17

often

do you

usually have

never
special
only during times of sp
ecial need

1
2

3

how

a month
a week

daily
months
nth s
in the past ttwelve mo

how

following LDS church meetings
A

never
sacrament
meeting

relief

society

few

times
a year

often have you attended the
A

monthly

few

times

a month

weekly

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

young
womens
primary
or
in
the
if
organization indicate what your relief society attendance would
be if you were not involved in these organizations
you

are

involved
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18

FAMILY FRIENDS NEIGHBORS we are
interested in knowing about the people you associate with
and those with whom you might discuss issues related to

initials that only you can identify list all family menders
memln ers
deml
friends neighbors co
coworkers who are
workers

television

A

people you depend on for help with day to day
problems this includes taking care
cane
cae of your children
helping with work around the house oor
borrowing
dor rowing tools
or equipment etc

please
P ease
flease

list in the first column delow all the adults who are
important to you in your life please use first names or

list the people

IS THIS

IS THIS

with whom you

PERSON

associate

1

female

PERSON
immediate

2

male

TYPE OF

relationship
depend on

1

1

for help with
day to day

family
2

close
relative

3

neighbor
co
worker
coworker

problems

i

see on a

2

regular social

basis

etc
write the

4

friend

talk

3

with

about worries

appropriate
number in

or concerns

the box
below

circle

ALL

that apply
1

1

2

3

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

5

1

2

3

6

1

2

3

7

1

2

3

8

1

2

3

9

1

2

3

10

1

2

3

11

1

2

3
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B

people you see on a regular basis you may
have dinner with them go to the movies
together or share hobbies or special interests

C

people you talk with about personal worries and
concerns or whose advice you seek before
making a decision

HOW

frequently
DO YOU

IS THIS

MEMBER OF THE
LDS CHURCH
LDSCHURCH

A

DISCUSS
WHAT YOU
WATCH ON
TV WITH
TVWITH
THIS PERSON
1I

2
3
4

PERSON

1

yes

2

no

PLEASE LIST EACH PERSON ONLY ONCE space
has been provided for eleven names please select the
eleven that are most important to you when you have
completed the list answer the questions in each of the
six columns across the page

IS THIS PERSON
AN ACTIVE

MEMBER OF THE
LDS CHURCH
LDSCHURCH
1

2

never
seldom
sometimes
otten
oflen
often
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yes
no

19

is your

what

age

years
20

is your current marital status
single never married

what
1
2
3
4
5

21

married
widowed

separated
divorced but not remarried

if

what type of marriage ceremony did you have
for current or most recent marriage

1
2
3

4
5

22

married

civil
church
civil or church followed
temple marriage
never married
yes

2

no

23

if

you do have

24

last
part

how many

were you staying

at

home

going to school or what

employed

full time

4
5

if

you

3

26

time

children

full time either for employer or self
fulltime
part
parttime
time
in school fulltime
full time or on summer vacation
fulltime
full time homemaker
looking
unemployed

1
2

25

week

sealing

children

do you have any
1

by temple

is

if

employed
employed

laid off

have a

for

married

what

work

parttime
time job outside the
full or part

your occupation or job

title

is your spouses occupation
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employed

home

what

what

27

is your total annual household

income

that is not

just yours if there are others contributing to the family

income

less than 9999

1
2

19999
10000
3
20000 29999
4
49999
30000
5
50000 or more
circle the highest grade in school you have completed

28
1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8

9

10 11 12

high school

elementary

additional

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

college technical or
graduate school

COMMENTS

the things you consider most important about your television
viewing and religious life may not have been covered in this
please feel free to make any additional comments
questionnaire
in the space provided below use back of this page if more space

is needed

THANK

YOU

VERY

questionnaire

MUCH

PLEASE

NOW

ENVELOPE
PROVIDED
POSTCARD TOO

FOR

AND

MAIL

YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE
HELP
PLACE THIS questionnaire
IN THE
BE
SURE TO MAIL THE
IT TODAY

YOUR
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appendix D
semi structured final interview questions
semistructured

this interview

is completely anonymous your name will not be connected

with any of this information when 1I start the tape 1I will give you a code number

pre screening survey you mentioned that you
ia when you filled out your prescreening
la

summarize their attitudes toward television

watch television from

ig
16.
screening survey questions 1lg
revealed on the pre
prescreening
166

can you expand on this

ib how do you feel about television

ic how do you feel about television in relation to your close friends and
family

aa
2a you mentioned in your survey that you talked to

about television

name the individuals their relationship to the participant and how often they talk
about television with that person

eg

sometimes

often

etc

2b
ab how do each of these individuals talk about television

ac
2c do you find that any of the attitudes of these people toward television are
similar to yours

go over

each individual with whom they speak with about

television and ask how similar this individuals attitude toward television is to the
theirs
2d
ad does the way these people talk about television influence your attitudes

toward television how
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ae
2e tell me a little bit about your home life as you were growing up

2f
af what were your parents care givers like
ag
2g how did they talk bout television
2h
ah

do you feel that the way

they talked about television influenced your

attitudes toward television
21

tell

2j
aj

did this influence your attitudes toward television

me a little bit about religion in your home as you were growing up

2k
ak were there set standards for viewing television in your home as you were
growing up
21

do

you have standards for viewing television in your home what are

they

am
2m are the standards your parents care givers had for television when you
were growing up similar to the standards you have for television in your home today

how so
aa
3a beside your parents are there others beside
television with

list

whom you discuss

the name of people they mentioned on their survey in section

18.
18

3b
ab how do these people talk about television

ac
3c do you feel these people influence your attitudes toward television
3d
ad

do any of these people belong

to religious denominations

ae
3e which denominations do they belong to

3f
af are they devout members
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ag
3g do you feel their religious beliefs influence their attitudes toward
television
3h
ah

do

you feel your religious beliefs influence their attitudes toward

television
3i
ai

do these individuals

3j
aj

are these standards similar

have set standards for television viewing
to yours

3k
ak have they tried to impose their standards for television viewing on you

aa
4a do you feel that your conversations with other individuals influences your
attitudes toward television
4b
ab how

ac
4c why do you think this is so
aa
5a when you set your standards for television viewing in your home did you
talk to any one to help you set these standards
5b
ab who
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appendix E
script for judges panel

im

doing a study on television viewing in which 1I am trying to create

categories of information by grouping comments 1I have obtained from interviews 1I

pre sorted these categories and would like you take a look at them
have pro
prosorted
presorted
a could you please look at the categories critically
b what is your general feedback on these categories
c how do you feel about the categories as they are grouped
d

are there

any other categories you can find beside those 1I have discovered

e can you think of other ways to name these categories

f do you have any additional comments
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appendix F

general biographical profile of participants

als
traditionals
Tradition

susan
biography

susan was primarily raised in colorado she is 47 years old married with 9
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has two years of college education
fulltime

her husband earns

from 30000 to 49000 a year

personal view on television

there are some very good things on it television but

1I

think that it is one

of those things that is a good thing being used for some very wrong reasons too 1I
think
cand
and

its

something you really need to have a lot of control over or it can control you

the family
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traditional

anne
biography

anne was primarily raised in england she is 52 years old married with

six

children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has one year of college education
fulltime

earns
cams
her husband eams

50000 or more a year

personal view on television

oh yea it television can have an influence for good or for bad it depends
on what you watch but if my children watched violent shows 1I definitely agree that

it would influence them

different from mine

1I

my parents

attitude toward television is entirely

wouldnt even dream of watching what they watch
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traditional
margaret
biography
bloe raphy

margaret was primarily raised in idaho she is 47 years old married with nine
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a fulltime
full time homemaker she has three years of college education

her husband

earns between 30000 and 49000 a year

personal view on television

generally 1I think television is a waste of time 1I think that the time could
be far better spent in visiting or doing an activity 1I would far rather for example
have my children play a board game together than watch television 1I have at certain
times been quite resentful that my husband and my sons watch television for example
sports and so on 1I
now that

dont feel nearly that strongly at the present time because 1I realize

u st their
its jjust

way of relaxing

it
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traditional
heather
biography

heather was not raised in one location because her father was in the navy
she spent a lot of time in japan while she was growing up she is 39 years old
married with four children she was first married civilly and then in the LDS temple
time homemaker she has three years
fulltime
she is currently unemployed and works as a full

of college education her husband earns 50000 or more a year

personal view on television

1II think that TV can be a positive thing or a negative thing
1

1I

feel that on the

commercial stations they have sunk to the lowest common denominator and they will
continued to sink to the lowest denominator

doesnt have any redeeming value whatsoever
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there

is a lot of TV

that really

traditional
mary
Bio
emphy
blo
biography

mary was primarily raised in wyoming she is 82 years old married with

13

children six of her children survived birth she was married in the LDS temple she
full time homemaker she and her husband
is currently unemployed and works as a fulltime

collect less than 9999 a year in social security

personal view on television
1

I feel that it television is a wonderful invention but it is also a tool

of the

devil it does a great deal of harm to children is the way 1I feel about it because in
the first place the media has a tendency to control their minds and keep them in the

worldly atmosphere and this is not good for children they grow up thinking thats
the way things are supposed to be and it

isnt good
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traditional

angela
hy
biography
13ioa

angela was primarily raised in utah she is 70 years old married with nine
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
full time homemaker she has one year of college education
as a fulltime

her husband earns

between 30000 and 49999 a year

personal view on television

dim
din
tin not against TV
im

1I

think there is so much good that can be and does come

trom
from it but 1I think the evil is overcoming that which is good for most of the families
0

0 0

im definitely concerned

shows that are being shown
4

about the predominance of the mayhem and the type of
1I

learn more from what 1I read than actually watching
leam

but what little bit 1I have seen most of them are just way too violent and 1I frankly feel
like the media are going to have to be held responsible
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independents

jean
biography

jean was primarily raised in idaho she is 64 years old married with four
children she was first married civilly and then in the LDS temple she is currently
full time homemaker she has six years of college
unemployed and works as a fulltime

education

her husband earns

between

30000 and 49999 a year

personal view on television

well

1I

enjoy television

its relaxing

for me

thats

why 1I watch it mostly in

the evening because that is the time 1I want to sit down and relax and kind of come
down from the days activities and television is perfect to do that by

1I

have the

pooh and
poohpooh
feeling that many people can get on a hobby horse sort of thing and pooh
bah bah everything that comes over television and 1I disagree
bahbah

1I

think they miss a lot

if they take that attitude you will throw the baby out with the bath water if youre
not careful

for

sporting events and things of that nature most people tend to feel

that television is very helpful because you can sit at home in your nice warm house
and see the same action that people see in the stadium or the gyms and they are

crowded and

its cold

M
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independent

jill
biography
radhv
radev
bloe

jill was primarily raised in utah she is 64 years old married with three
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has five years of college education
fulltime

her husband earns

50000 or more a year

personal view on television
1111
III

I enjoy TV and 1I enjoy the news and the programming 1I think adds

something to my life 1I enjoy and 1I love to get involved in educational things

1I

think it would be better maybe if we would have more high class programming or use
it more as a teaching tool more as a moral tool to teach good behavior in people 1I
feel like television right now

almost goes to the lowest denominator

husband can make me feel guilty because

are we watching this much

say

it

then he throws up why

only one program a night or two so yes he can make

me feel guilty about it but 1I tell him

there

im watching

my

honey my job is in here and yours is out

it just gets awful boring doing the same thing day in and day out so 1I
radiot
radio
radlo
why dont you get me a gadiot
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independent

carol
biography

carol was primarily raised in utah she is 27 years old and has never been
married she is currently employed as a flight attendant she has two years of college
education she earns from 20000 to 29999 a year

personal view on television
1

I like watching in the morning when

im getting

ready 1I usually turn the TV

on 1I like to listen to the news at that time when 1I come home from work 1I turn it
on a way to relax
ona

unwind a bit

then there are times when you cant go to sleep and

youll go turn the TV on
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independent

hana
biography

hana was primarily raised in california she is 50 years old married with
eight children she is currently unemployed and works as a full
time homemaker she
fulltime
has two years of college education

her husband earns from 20000 to 29999 a

year

personal view on television

we all like it television we

all watch it

1I

dont know any of my friends

who have thrown away their TV everyone 1I know watches TV and
late at night so 1I
a regular basis

dont know everything they
1I

dont consider

im

not there

my children watch but they watch on

it like so many people do that

your life and your childrens lives and all that kind of stuff

its

going to ruin

if youre involved

in

the business theater at all you really need to keep up and keep abreast of things

because things do change acting styles and all kinds of stuff that has to do with your
business
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independent

cheryl
biography

cheryl was raised in california and utah she is 29 years old and has never
been married she is currently employed as lawyer she has at least eight years of

college education she earns 50000 or more a year

personal view on television
1

I love television

informative

its actually

1I

love television

its entertaining its funny its

pretty good most of the time however sometimes it can be

boring 1I dont watch boring 1I only watch certain nights

1I

read the TV guide that

comes in the paper on sunday so 1I know whats coming during the week so 1I can plan
my week and see what 1I want to watch thats fun

my friends and 1I talk a lot

about TV shows my family and 1I watch a ton of shows together and we watch a ton

of TV

were

with my friend

all media junkies so we all talk a lot about the media

we watch certain shows and we talk about them after
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1I

watch

independent

jennifer
gLaphy
Bio
biography
blo

jennifer was raised in utah she is 53 years old married with five children

she works part time at a school and part time as a volunteer she has six years of
college education she and her husband earn 50000 or more a year

personal view on te
devision
evision
television
110h9
oh 1I

think

its

great 1I think it really offers an awful lot and opens it up to

society to know whats going on in life

to

be introduced a little bit you know to a

certain extent to politicians to be introduced to whats going on in the news
at the same time 1I feel like it brings a lot of things into the home that 1I
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but

dont want

contextual

cathy
bioargphy
biography

cathy was primarily raised in nebraska she is 54 years old married with 4
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a full
time homemaker she has four years of college education
fulltime

her husband earns

50000 or more a year

personal view on television
1

I like television because it calms me down and it kind of makes me think

about other things and stop worrying
distraction

1I

so 1I really enjoy television and 1I would watch it

totally relax to get prepared for bed or 1I
As to

its

worry a lot and so for me it is a real

influence on children

1I

dont

1I

have to jjust
ust

sleep it is just my personality style

think it is really dangerous 1I

dont like the

influence 1I think it has a strong influence like music does and we need to be very
careful
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contextual
melonie

biography
melonie was primarily raised in california she is 34 years old married with
no children she was married civilly first and then later married in the LDS temple

she is currently a renown musician and music teacher she has had six years of
college education she and her husband together earn 50000 or more a year

personal view on television
1

I think it could be a very educational thing

its

an instrument in the world

that has actually cut down on prejudices in people because suddenly you see other

cultures and realize that those are normal for them
sense of isolation 1I think

its broadening

to society
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so that you dont have a

contextual
joyce
biography

joyce was primarily raised in idaho she is 56 years old married with 7
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
as a fulltime
full time homemaker

she has five years of college education she did not

disclose her household earnings

personal view on television

my children have a very bad habit of having it on while they study 1I try but

its

hard with someone that age by the time theyre nineteen

defeatist

sometimes what 1I call bad TV TV 1I dont like

maybe

im

a

opens a window of

opportunity to discuss some subjects that may be more difficult to bring up sexual
relationships and mores
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contextual

rose
biography

rose was primarily raised

in utah she is 36 years old and is divorced she

was originally married in the LDS temple she is currently employed as a corporate

executive she has one year of college education she earns from 30000 to 49999
a year

personal view on television

I

1
I think there is some good programs on
is
I
television
some
okay
think
and
1

1

that are very educational and 1I dont mind my kids watching their favorite little

program or something and watching maybe an hour or so a day but thats it 1I

dont like them

to just vegetate

theres

like 1I said earlier more important things to

do than watch television
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contextual
jeanette

biography

jeanette was primarily raised in arizona she is 35 years old married with 5
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently unemployed and works
full time homemaker she has a high school education
as a fulltime

her husband earns from

30000 to 49999 a year

personal view on television

how do 1I feel about it
that 1I hate but you

cant

1I

dont like it

1I

hate it 1I do

its one of those things

live without when we were in chile we

didnt have one

you know a TV for a year and a half and it was wonderful 1I never missed it at all

so when we moved back

1I

thought

were just

not going to have one and so for

about maybe six months we didnt have one but then we ended up getting one just
so the kids could watch sesame street or videos

and then you just get back into the

habit of watching it again but 1I hate it 1I really wished 1I had the strength to just
throw it out
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contextual
misty

biography
misty was primarily raised in utah she is 28 years old married with no
children she was married in the LDS temple she is currently works part time as a

curator at a local art museum she has eight years of college education she and her
husband earn from 30000 to 49999 a year

personal view on television

1I
1

I guess 1I view it television mostly now as my source

of news since we just

get a paper on sundays 1I mostly just watch news programs but my views of TV
have really changed 1I used to really like the sit coms and the game shows and the

purely entertainment side of it now 1I feel TV is more for me

news education

except for movies and to be entertained with movies but how do 1I feel about it in
general 1I think

its sort of going

down hill
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appendix G
phases of judges panel discussions

session 1I
1

analysis of interpretive community 1I traditionals
als
Tradition
approximately 30
40 minutes
3040

2 analysis of interpretive community 11
II contextuals

30 40 minutes
approximately 3040
3

III
analysis of interpretive community 111
lii independents
lil
40 minutes
approximately 30
3040

II
session 11
1

Comparative analysis of all interpretive communities traditionals
Contrast
als
contrastcomparative
Tradition

contextuals independents in the social interaction category
approximately 15 minutes
2 Contrast
Comparative
contrastcomparative

als
analysis of all interpretive communities traditionals
Tradition

contextuals independents in the personal view category
approximately 15 minutes
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TABLES

table

1

profile of judges in panel discussion session 1I

number

age

occupation

sex

1

60

homemaker

female

2

34

graduate student
homemaker

female

3

55

semi retired
civil engineer

male

4

26

undergraduate
student

female

II included all of the judges in session
note the judges panel in session 11
exception of judge number 4
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1I

with the

le
table
tabie
tab

2

general categories formed during open coding
category

description

social interaction

types of social interaction and influence conversations
talk etc

personal view

personal views on general and specific topics television
religion communities etc

religious associations

the

times have changed
with television

comments on how television has changed over the years

non
categorical
noncategorical

comments that were noncategorical
non
categorical

religious denominations of those that participants
associate with
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table

3

pories during axial Codin
porles
codingje personal
categories
sub categories formed from general Cate
subcategories

views not related to television
community R

PV

personal views E

extended family

Relitz
lon
ion
religion

code

sub categorydescription

PV

personal views comments that are personal views not related to
television

PVE

personal views on extended family community comments that
are personal views on the extended family community not
related to television

PVRE

personal views on religion in relation to the extended family
community comments that are personal views on religion in
relation to the extended family community not related to
television
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table

4

sub categories formed from general categories duning
subcategories
during
durania
durinia axial coding personal

views related to television
extended family R

C

collective community 1I

religion SS

set standards IS

personal views related to television PVT

immediate family
cami E
fami

stan
imposed standards

personal views on television
delevis
televis

code

sub categorydescription

PVT

personal views on television comments that are personal views
on television

PVTC

personal views on television in relation to the collective other
community general family friends acquaintances church
leaders lecturers etc relative to personal strategies for
interpreting television

PVTI

personal views on television in relation to the immediate
family community husband children relative to personal
strategies for interpreting television

PVTE

personal views on television in relation to the extended
family community parents siblings relative to personal
strategies for interpreting television

PVRCT

personal views on religion and television in relation to the
collective other community general family friends
acquaintances church leaders lecturers etc

PVRIT

personal views on religion and television in relation to the
immediate family community husband children
table continues
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table

4

continued

code

sub categorydescription

PVRET

personal views on television and religion in relation to the
extended family community parents siblings

PVSSC

personal views on set standards for television viewing in
relation to the collective other community general family
friends acquaintances church leaders lecturers etc

PVSSI

personal views on set standards for television viewing in
relation to the immediate family community husband
children

PVSSE

personal views on set standards for television viewing in
relation to the extended family community parents and
siblings

PVISC

personal views on imposed standards for television viewing in
relation to the collective community general family friends
acquaintances church leaders lecturers etc

PVISI

personal views on imposed standards for television viewing in
relation to the immediate family community husband and

children
PVISE

personal views on imposed standards for television viewing in
relation to the extended family community parents and
siblings
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table

5

inja
calep
lnla social
categories
coding
ories duning
orles
subcategories
during axial Cod
sub categories formed from general catep

interaction related to television SI

code

influence
influe
social interaction or influx

sub categorydescription

SICT

social interaction with or the influence of the collective other
community general family friends acquaintances church
leaders lecturers etc in relation to personal strategies for
interpreting television

SIIT

social interaction with or the influence of the immediate
family community husband children in relation to personal
strategies for interpreting television

SIET

social interaction with or the influence of the extended family
community parents siblings in relation to personal strategies
for interpreting television

SIRCT

social interaction with or the influence of the collective other
community general family friends acquaintances church
leaders lecturers etc in relation to personal strategies for
interpreting television in the context of religion

SIRIT

social interaction with or the influence of the immediate
family community husband children in relation to personal
strategies for interpreting television in the context of religion

SIRET

social interaction with or the influence of the extended family
community parents siblings in relation to personal strategies
for interpreting television in the context of religion
table continues
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table

5

continued

code

sub categorydescription

SIISC

social interaction with or the influence of the collective family
community general family friends acquaintances church
leaders lecturers etc in relation to imposed standards for
television viewing

SIISI
slisi

social interaction with or the influence of the immediate
family community husband and children in relation to
imposed standards for television viewing

SIISE

social interaction with or the influence of the extended family
community parents and siblings in relation to imposed
standards for television viewing
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table

6

categories formed from general categories
during
sub
subcategories
cateizories duding
codini social
durin axial coding
interaction links L

links
li

code

sub categorydescription

SILC

social interaction link to conditional levelsbetween
leveis between self and
levels
the collective other community general family friends
acquaintances church leaders lecturers etc

SILE

social interaction link to conditional levels
between self and
leveis
levelsbetween
the extended family community parents and siblings

SILCR

link

to conditional levels conditional paths between

self and
the collective other community general family friends
acquaintances church leaders lecturers etc in the context
of religion

SILER

link

to conditional levels conditional paths between self and
the extended family community parents and siblings in the

context of religion
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table

7

sub categories formed from general categories duning
subcategories
during
durine axial coding religious
associations RA

clatl
ciati
lous Asso
associations
religious
relle
reile ious
associate
associati

code

sub categorydescription

RAC

religious association with the collective other community
general family friends acquaintances church leaders
lecturers etc in relation to social interaction

RAE

religious association with the extended family community in
relation to social interaction parents siblings

note participants immediate family members are members of the LDS church
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table

8

categories formed from general categories during
subcategories
sub
codine times have
durina axial coding
durine
inia
inie modifications that result from the judges
reflecting
changed with television Reflect

panel discussion session 1I

code

TC

primary category
description
io
descriptio
Descript

sub categories
before

sub categories

comments on how

none

1

comments that were non

comparison

between
TV today and TV
yesterday

television has changed
over the years

N

after

none

categorical

1

facts

2

list of movies

preferred

note number

1

under sub categoriesafter actually reflects additional labeling
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ENDNOTES

latter day saint
day saints
1

2

the

is the name applied to members of the church of jesus christ of

latter

LDS church warns its members against the negative influence of television ballard

1989

mormon is a also name applied to members of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints
3

4

the

5

relief society

paradigm provided by schroder 1994 resembles the conditional matrix provided by
strauss and corbin in that it transcends the primary community of study to incorporate the study
of other communities these paradigms offer a means of exploring the social interaction of the
interpretive community through social semiotic analysis
is a LDS church meeting for women

6 philo T farnsworth developed the idea of the image dissector one of the inventions that led
to television Bam
hart & barnhart 1980 p 51
barnhart
bamhart
bachart

7 see appendix F for a biography of the participants

brig
ham youngs original quotation can be found in the journal of discourses in brigham
brigham
youngs
youngas9s dedication of the new theater in salt lake city march 6 1862 the lord
understands the evil and the good why should we not likewise understand them we should
why to know how to choose the good and refuse the evil which we cannot do unless we
understand the evil as well as the good 1I do not wish to convey the idea that it is necessary
to commit evil in order to obtain this knowledge upon the stage of a theatre can be
represented in character evil and its consequences good and its happy results and rewards
the weakness and the follies of man the magnanimity of virtue and the greatness of truth
the stage can be made to aid the pulpit in impressing upon the minds of a community an
enlightened sense of a virtuous life also a proper horror of the enormity of sin and a just
dread of its consequences the path of sin with its thorns and pitfalls its gins and snares can
243
be revealed and how to shun it young 1862 p 243.
8

9
10

see the narratives in chapter IV for detailed examples

see the body of this thesis for reading references to these terms
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ABSTRACT

recent studies have shown that a number of researchers have turned to the
concept of the interpretive community to explain how audiences interpret the media
within the context of their everyday experiences biocca 1989 gunter 1989
lindlof 1989 1992 radway 1984 schroder 1994 D A stout 1993 conducted
a study that discovered three interpretive communities among LDS women who watch
television establishing that interpretive communities do exist among religious media
audiences
schreder showed that the interpretive community can be further
in 1994 K schroder
n
understood by taking a social semiotic approach to analyzing interpretive
community
ty members social interaction with other communities this study explored
communi
commini
the nature of the interpretive community by using qualitative methodology and a
social semiotic approach to analyze the social interaction patterns of stouts 1993
interpretive communities of LDS women who watch television
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